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'_E, Planning and Politics
SL:BROTO ROY

1. INrnonucrroN

--: ..,: -5 '.'ears, considerable evidence has accumulated to
*".- : '_::, -_13 most important policies pursued by successive

-:::-_: -: Lndependent India have not been conducive to
: - - :.',':.opment, and have indeed gone against some of

r :-_ . :::tJ lessons that political economy has to offer. Fore-
*--;, _: =e present predicament of India had come from a

:,:i : -_:-'s:s in the late 1950s and early 1960s, but their argu-
:: :r -=:: :irher ignored or maligned as dogmatic and motivated' -;--r_J,''.'My thesis in this Occasional paper will be that,

:: :r_-." .:u,Jies notably inc.lu.l^e: B.R. Shenoy, .A note of dissent', papers
- . : : : ce f ormulation of the Second Fiae-year plan, Government of f"ai"-. :: C..mmissionr Delhi, 1955; Indian planning and Economic Deoelop_- -.::: Publishing, Bombay, 1963, especially pp. t7_5l3p.T.Bauer, IndianJ "::: P,.!icy and Deztelopment, George Allen & Unwin, Lond.on, tg61;. :::-::tan, unpublished memorandum to the Government of- India,
_ :=le! i955 (referred to in Bauer, op. cit., p. 59 tr); and., some years iater,
, -:: S:enoy, India: Prog,ress or po,erty?, Reiearch Monograph 2i, Institute
. ::::o:aic Affairs, London, 1971,
i : ::e of the most relevant contemporary studies are: B, Balassa, .Reforming

-: >r'-iiem of incentives in.developing countries', worrd Dezteropmintr3 (r975i,:: i65-82;'Exportincenti'esandexportperformanceindevelopingcountriesi

_:::::parative analysis', lVehwirtschaftliches Archia, tta (tS7^8),*pp, 24_6L;.:.; process of industrial deoelopment and alternatio, drilrp*Lni'rrr*rgiir',
=,.a1's in International Finance No. l4l, princeton University, fSAOi f. N.
3,::grvati & P. Desai, India: planning for Industrialisation, OECD,'iaris-:
:iirord_University Press, 1970; .Socialism and Indian Econorri;'p;li";;;ilorld Development,3 (197.5),pp.2L3-21; J. N. Bhagwati & T. N. Sri*vasan,
F".reign-trade Regimes and Economic Deaelapment: india, Natiornl il;;;;i
Economic Research, New york, 1975; Anne O. Krueger, ,Indian plr;;"g
erperience,', in T. Morgan et al. (eds.), Readings in icoiomic nroitojiiiT,
Wadsworth, California, 19.63, pp. 403-20; .Ttie political 

""o";;y ;i-;h;
rent-seeking,society', Arnerican Economic Reaiew, O+ 11une Lg7$; Thi B;"rfit"
and co*s oJ Import-substitution in India: a Miiroecinomic srrly, uniuer-Jity
of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1975; Growth, distortions iii i*rii, ir
1r:le aryonS many countries, Studies in International Finance,'princeton
University, L977; Uma Lele,-_F_ood-grain marketing in India: ir:iriri i*rr*
anc-e. and public policy, corne\ university press, Iihaca, rg7rl T. w. sirruttz
(ed.), Distortions in agricuhural incentiztesl Indiana university pre.., rloori,rg-
ton, 1978; v. sukhatme, 'The utilization of high-yieraing rrce'ana wtre"at
varieties in India: an economic assessment,, Univlrsity 

"f CU*g" ifrp
thesis,1977.
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if the basic and commonsensical lessons of political economy had
been acknowledged early on in the history of the Indian Republic,
we might have found today a much more prosperous economy and

a much healthier body politic than is the case.

To argue this, it is first necessary to describe an economy where
the pursuit of the individual good by rational agents is conducted
within some set of orderly political institutions which is conducive
to both civil peace and sustained mass prosperity. Accordingly,
Part I of this short Paper begins by describing the broad and
familiar features of what may be called a neo-classical ot liberal
model, and then proceeds briefly to contrast it with a model in
which individual incentives and public institutions have been

distorted from their efficient characterisations.
The practical question that arises is: Where in practice have

independent India's policies led most conspicuously to distorted
incentives and institutions? This will be the subject of Part III.
Part II places the discussion in context by briefly describing a few
relevant aspects of the political history of the Indian Republic.

I have argued elsewhere that every normative proposal for
action is, in principle, open to question and criticism on the logical
and factual grounds upon which it is founded. \Vhenever two
people disagree about what ought to be done, it will be found
either that at least one of them has made a mistake of logic or that
they are also in disagreement about the facts of the case.1 In
Part IV, a tentative manifesto for political and economic reform
in India is proposed, and I hope these proposals too will be

subjected to critical scrutiny on the positive grounds upon which
I shall seek to establish them.

1 S. Roy, 'On liberty and economic growth: preface to a philosophy for India',
University of Cambridge PhD thesis, 1982a, Chapters I and II; 'Knowledge
and freedom in economic theory: Parts I and II', Centre for Study ofPublic
Choice, V.P.I.&S.U., working papers, 1982b. My epistemological arguments
have closely followed those of Renford Bambrough, Moral Scepticism and
Moral Knowledge, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1979.
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Part I: Theory

2. ErrrcrsNT INCENTTvES AND INsrrrurloNs

A 'FAcr' may be understood as the opposite of that which could
Iuwe been the case but is not. A basic fact of the study of men and
:lrciety - one which was acknowledged first by Aristotie and then,
vcry importantly, by Adam Smith, and which has been emphasised
rr-r rnodern times by Friedrich Hayek - is that, while we are able to
study and speak of the nature of human decision and action in
licneral terms, we do not and cannot have a knowledge of how
Tvticular actions are moved by particular causes and circum-
:;lunces.l \il7e might certainly know, for instance, that every house-
lrold in an economy views some horizons, wants to fluJfil some

:rspirations, and faces some constraints. But if we were asked to
:'pccify what all these characteristics happened to be as a matter of
Iirct. at any one moment, we would certainly not be able to do so.

' Aristotle, Ethica Nicomachea, in Richard McKeon (ed.), The Basic Works of
Aristotle, Random llouse, New York, 1941. We read: '. . . the whole account
ol'rutters of conduct must be given in outline and not precisely, as we said
1rr the very beginning that the accounts we demand must be in accordance
with the subject matter; matters concerned with conduct and questions of
rvhat is good for us have no fixitg any more than matters ofhealth. The general
rrt count being of this nature, this account of particular cases is yet more lacking
irr cxactness; for they do not fall under any art or precept but the agents them-
:clves must in each case consider what is appropriate to the occasion, as
happens also in the art of medicine or of navigation.' (1,104a2-a9.)
'. " . we do not deliberate even about all human afiairs; for instance, no Spartan
tlcliberates about the best constitution for the Scythians. For none of these
rhings can be brought about by our own efforts. We deliberate about things
rlrat are in our power and can be done.' (lrll2a28-30.)

Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Veahh of Nations
tl'i76), eds. R. H. Campbell et al., Liberry Classics, Indianapolis, 1981. Iile
rcad: '!7hat is the species of domestick industry which his capital can employ,
rrrrd of which the produce is likely to be of the greatest value, every individual,
it is evident, can, in his local situation, judge much better than any statesman
rrr lawgiver can do for him.' (Book IV. ii. 10, p. 456.)

In modern times, Friedrich Hayek has always kept this fact in the fore-
liround of his thinking. In his Indioidualism and Economic Order, Routledge
:rnd I(egan Paul, London, 1949, we read, for example, of '. . . the consti-
trrtional limitation of man's knowledge and interests, the fact t}rehe cannot
know more than a tiny part of the whole of society and that therefore all that
Lirn cnter into his motives are the immediate effects which his actions will
lrrvc in the sphere he knor.vs . . .' (p. 14.) The individual agent has a 'special
knowledge of circumstances of the fleeting mome[t not known to others';
tlrus'. . . practically every individual has some advantage over all others
lrt'cause he possesses unique information of which beneficial use might be
rn:rrlc, but of which use can be made only if the decisions depending on it gre
lcli to him or are made with his active co-operation.' (p. 80.)

[15]
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Men are concerned almost wholly with (and are experts at) living
their own lives as best they can - foraging for food, shelter and

work, celebrating weddings and births, rearing children, and

mourning deaths. For the most pafi, they are neither interested in,
oo. .on f"t.nt at iudging, what others happen to be doing in their
private lives. Neither benevolence nor envy extends much beyond

i man's immediate vicinity, and, certainly, neither can extetd to
people he does not know or come to know of in the course of
a lifetime.

This fact is also acknowledged in modern micro-economics,

when it is said that, for the individual agent to be able to make

decisions and act upon them, it is sufficient for him to know

(besides his own desires, abilities and constraints) only of the

ielative prices prevaiting locally of the goods and skills he wishes

to trade.

' Efficient'incentiae' defined

!ile might then provisionally define an 'efficient incentive' as a

set of relative prices and wages such that, when economic agents

act upon them, three conditions are fulfilled:
(i) the difference between the total demand for and the total

supply ofevery good and skill is zero;

(ii) every consumer succeeds in trading the amounts of different' ' 
goodt that he desires, and so obtains the highest utility he

can within the constraint of his budget;

(iii) every private enterprise maximises the difference between

its total revenues and total costs, that is, its profits't

Rational action, however, occurs within a particular institutional
context. which action is rational and which is not will depend on

what institutions there are and how well or poorly they function.

As both classical liberals and Marxists argue, the neo-walrasian

tradition in modern economics - as exemplified by the Arrow-
Debrbu model - is practically devoid of any explicit institutional
description, and so may best be regarded as a useful but grossly

incomplete metaphor in the economist's inquiry.
r The mathematical economist will recognise these three conditions as the

characteristics which define a multi-market general equilibrium in the Arow-
Debreu model: Gerard Debreu, Theory of value,Yale University Press, New
Huu"r, 1959; K. J. Arrow and F. H. IFIabn, General Competitioe Analysis'

Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh, 1971'
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The institutions most relevant to economic activity are those of
,lovernment. We might therefore add a fourth condition to
chuacterise an efficient economy, namely, that government insti-
rutions work in such a way as to allocate tax revenues towards
yrroviding public goods in the amounts desired by citizens. This
nlust be an institutional assumption implicit in the general equi-
librium construction, without which it would be impossible to
scc the sense of that model.

The question that follows is how we are to ascertain the compo-
r;ition of the set of public goods to be provided. As is commonly
l<uown, this seems to confront the econornist with numerous
conceptual and practical problems. I propose here to circumvent
nll the typical difficulties of how to discover and combine indi-
viclual preferences for public goods, or how to prevent free-riders,
:rnd to take a somewhat different route.

l; unctions of cioil gooernment : Protection, public goods, education
'l'o answer the question 'What should be public goods first
lnd foremost?', I suggest we look for the kind of answer Adam
Srnith or ]eremy Bentham or ]. S. Mill might have given to a

lclated but different question: '$7hat should be the functions of
government in a large civil society, regardless of whether or not
it is constituted democratically?' This was the relevant question
hcfore the modern era of mass democracy. And it is still interesting
lrccause, first, it probably remains the appropriate question for
rhc many countries today which either do not have democratic
governments or do not have long histories of democracy, and,
sccondly, because the kinds of answer given by classical authors
wcre very similar to those we might expect from individual
citizens in modern democracies as well.

The most impo4ant practical functions of civil government
include defence against external aggression, the dispensing of
r-:ivil and criminal justice, the protection of life, property and
t rirde - broadly, the Rule of Law - and the pursuit of a judicious
lirrcign poliry. All are different aspects of the same broad objective
ol- cnsuring the survival of the community and the security of
individual life.

Yet no pretext has been more common than that an imminent
tlrrnger to the security of the community requires the government
to take despotic measures. The guarantee by a civil government

u7l
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of the freedom of inquiry, discourse, criticism, and historical
research should take precedence, therefore, even over ensuiing
security and survival, for it is probably the only final check there
can be on whether what a government says is or is not in fact the
case. Where this freedom is forcibly denied or where it exists but
people are too apathetic, ignorant or busy with their daily iives
to exercise it, public life soon becomes self-deceptive and absrrrd,
with propaganda taking the place of discourse, and pretensions
and appearances diverging more and more from attainments and
reality. Wherever the questions 'What is true?' or 'What is the
case?' are not asked frequently enough, there will be fewer and
fewer correct answers as to what the case happens to be.1

After collective and individual security, the functions of govern-
ment include the building of dams, embankments, bridges and
canals, the provision ofroads and fresh water, and so on - activities
which, as Adam Smith put it,

'. . . though they may be in the highest degree advantageous to
a great society, are, however, of such a nature that the profit could
never repay the expence to any individual or small number of in-
dividuals, and which it, therefore, cannot be expected that any
individual or small number of individuals should erect or maintain'.2

Each may be more or less a 'pure' public good in the modern sense:

'that each individual's consumption of such a good leads to no
subtraction from any other individual's consumption of that good'.3

Such a list could be extended to include activities as diverse as:

the prevention of soil erosion; the public finance of school edu-
cation, and'of measures of basic public health such as vaccinations
against contagious diseases; the issuing of currencyg sewage clis-
posal; population censuses; the standardisation of weights and
measures; and so on. It is unnecessary to be more specific here
since some people will find even this list controversial. Dogmatists
will deny the need for free inquiry; pacifists will dispute that de-
fence is a public good; communists will protest against the public
protection of private property; 'anarcho-capitalists' will contest the
t This argument is discussed further in Roy (1982a), pp. 96-107, pp.113-43.
z Adam Smith, op. cr't., Book Y.i.c., p.723.
r P. A. Samuelson, 'A pure theory of public expenditures', Reoiew of Economics

€t Statistics,36, 1954, reprinted in K. J. Arrow & T. Scitovsky (eds.), Readings
in lYelfare Economics, R, D, Irwin, Homewood, Ill., 1969.
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public dispensation of justice; and so on. To these critics, I would
offer merely the following short and incomplete reply.

First, a sound argument can be made that what funttions civil
I{overnment should have can De ascertained, without prejudice,
by reasonable citizens, though which particular functions these
arc,rnay well vary according to circumstances. Secondly, if we
could spend time in thoughtful and leisured conversari;n with
cvcry citizen of a large community, it might be predicted - as a
nlatter of cold, empirical fact - that practically everyone would
:rgree with the suggestion that the first destinations of tax revenues
should indeed be activities like defence, civil protection and the
l{rrle of Law, the provision of roads, and so on. If such a prediction
is corect, my thesis is plainly much more democratic than it
nright appear to modern economists, though I shall later claim
rhat an objective defence of democratic institutions can be made
on quite different grounds as well.

If there is a clear family resemblance between crassical liberal
luthors - from Smith and Mill through to Hayek, Robbins,
liriedman, Buchanan, Bauer and many others - it has to do, noi
so much with the denunciation of government activity in the
,rarket-p1ace, as with the recognition of the existence oi certain
tluties of government outside it, the fulfilment of which are in-
dispensable to civil life, let alone the pursuit of economic pros-
pcrity. Their protesr is at the high opporruniry cost oi the
llternatives foregone.

This raises the question of how we might tell whether govern-
,rcnt is working well or badly in a particular country at a particular
lirne, or, generallg how we might tell whether different public
11oods are provided in too small or large amounts. For piesent
l)urposes it will again be sufficient to suggest a very rough and
corrmonsense way of proceeding: let ts look first, and think
sccond. For exarnple, the Iran-Iraq war has clearly been a perfect
public bad as far as the ordinary citizenry in either country are
concerned. SimilarlS if there happen to be millions of cases
rlucueing outside the courts waiting to be heard, or if crime is
r lunpant and police prorection ineffective, that may constitute
prima facie evidence that too few public resources have been
rlcvoted to civil order and justice. or, if heavy rainfalr annually
c.uses landslides in the hills and floods in the plains, devastating
crops and leaving innumerable citizens destitute, that also might

uel
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prompt us to ask whether sufficient public resources have gone
towards precautions against such havoc. And so on.1

Which goods happen to be public goods depends on the
circumstances and the level of government being discussed. For
similar circumstances and levels, similar goods will most likely
be public goods in different countries. The state ordinarily con-
sists not only of the national government but also of several
provincial governments and a myriad of local governments. In
particular, a premise of the liberal state would be that public
goods shouldinfact be provided by various levels ofgovernment,
financed through taxes paid respectively at those levels. The
citizen is a taxpayer at a variety oflevels, and accordingly public
goods are due to be provided at a variety of levels. Just as the
national government may not usurp the power to tax for, or spend
money on, a public good which is best provided by a provincial
government to the citizens of a province, so a provincial govern-
ment may not tax for, or spend on, a public good best provided
by a local government to the citizens of a locality. The broad
principle involved has two aspects: first, a recognition that knowl-
edge of particular circumstances - and hence the ability to act - is
infinitesimally dispersed within a populationl and, secondly, as

direct and visible a matching as possible of the benefits a citizen

I The idea I have in the background is of some implicit public goods function,
endorsed more or less unanimously by citizens - but not necessarily by those
with political power - with common sense dictating the elements it should
contain. Thus:

Let U=U (t\1 tt2t.. . .,r1) be such a function, with Ui > 0 and Ui < 0,
i = 1r2r...,k, where n1, i= Lr2,...k, is a public good like defence, civil prorection,
roads, dams, or the finance of basic education which is produced, as it were,
by the expenditure of tax revenues:

,lr1 = zr(r), ri > 0, ni < 0,
k

i=l
where i is the total tax revenue available. The efficient conditions, i.e. in
which the tax revenue is efficiently allocated among alternative public goods,
would then be

receives from a particular public good with the taxes he pays
towards it, thereby perhaps reducing his incentive to be a free-
rider on the contributions ofothers.

Uncert ainty and ignorance

Provisionally, therefore, efficient incentives may be thought to
consist of a set of market-clearing relative prices and wages, occur-
ring within an institutional conrexr in which the basic and in-
clispensable functions of government have been adequately per-
formed at a variety of appropriate levels.

Such a definition would still be seriously incomplete in one
maior respect. For we must now recognise: (i) that history is
unique and irretrievable, that the present consists only of the
fleeting moment, and that the future, by its very nafure, cannot
be fully known; (ii) that such a thing as human freedom exists;
and (iii) that, as a consequence, uncertainty and ignorance are
ubiquitous.

Some of the uncertainty derives from the unfolding of natural
cvents (like the rains) over which man has little or no control. The
rest derives from the fact that the individual is a free agent who is
affected by the actions of others but who cannor predict those
actions completely because they too are free agents like himself.
Game theory would have had no appeal for the economist if the
cxistence of human freedom had not been a fact. It is this which
makes it impossible to read everything in anotherperson's mind and
thus makes it impossible to predict everything he might do. The
lasting contribution of Keynesian economics could be its emphasis
that such uncertainty and ignorance are important to the
cconomist's inquiry.

Mathematical economists have been saying for several years
that what is required if we are to be realistic are models which
reflect the sequential character of actual decision-making and
account for the past being immutable and the future uncertain.l
I'Iowever, they have proceeded to write even more complex
mathematics than we already have - disregarding Aristotle's advice
not to seek more precision from the subject of an inquiry than it
' 'I'wo examples are F. H, Hahn, On the notion of equilibrium in economics: an

inaugural lecture, Carnbtidge University Press, Cambridge, 1973, and J. M.
(irandmont, 'Temporary general equiiibrium theory: a survey', Econometrica,
vol. 46, L977.

l2r)

for all i,i = L,Zr..,k,

So, if the marginal tax-rupee was put towards the production of any public
good, the increase in social utility should be the same; otherwise we would find
an excess supply of some public goods (e.g. bureaucrats) and an excess demand
for others (e.g. courts, dams, police protection, etc.).

120)
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may be capable ofyielding.l My question is the more mundane one
of what becomes of the classical liberals' concept of efficient
incentives and institutions in a dynamic world. I shall answer it too
in a pedestrian way.

The single overwhelming reason why uncertainty and ignorance
are relevant to the economist's descriptions is that they make real
the possibility of mistakes by economic agenrs. To extend the
previous discussion to a dynamic context, what we can do is to
ask which institutions are most likely to reduce or mitigate the
social consequences of mistaken decisions, whether made by
private agents or by those in public office. And it is here that the
classical liberals advocate two important institutional features:
competition and the decentralisation of decision-making.

The major value of democratic institutions over authoritarian
ones is that they encourage these two principles to be put into
effect. Because, in a large economy, particular knowledgeis in-
finitesimally dispersed, it may be better for adjustments to a
multitude of variables to be made continuously in response to
changing circumstances by a vast number of small economic
agents, rather than for adjustrnents to a few variables to be made
at political intervals by a small group of very powerful agents. The
concentation of power to make major decisions among a few
fallible men is a much rnore ominous prospect than the distri-
bution of power in small amounts among a large number of
fallible men. It is much more dangerous for a monopoly of ideas
to be claimed about where the political good of a country lies
than for there to be free and open competition among such ideas
at the bar ofreason.

D. H. Robertson put it well when he warned

'. . . that all the eggs should not be in the same basket - that in
this highly uncertain world the fortunes ofa rvhole trade, or a whole
area, should not depend on the foresight and judgement of a single
centre ofdecision'.z

The presumption in favour of democratic institutions is that they
reduce the potential damage from wrong political decisions -

t Aristotle, op. cit., 7,094b12-1,094b27.
2 D. H. Robertson, 'The Economic Outlook',intis Utility and All That, Allen &

IJnwin, London, 1952, pp. 5L-52.
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damage which can be rationally expected in an uncertain world.l
Elections, in the liberal understanding, are then not so much the
rneans to promote the interests of one's confederates as to remove
from office without bloodshed rulers who fail to do what they are
cnuusted with, and to replace them by those from whom better
is expected.

Economic eficiency in an uncertain woild

The economic notion of efficient incentives is also rnodified by
uncertainty and ignorance. In the theory, a set of prices is market-
clearing only relative to unchanging preferences, resources and
tcchnologies. In a dynamic world, however, demand and supply
{unctions are themselves changing and the notion of efficient in-
ccntives must accordingly be adapted to one in which relative
prices moae in the direction of the excess demand: that is, if
the parameters change so that the total demand for a good or
skill comes to exceed the total supply, we should want to see its
rclative price rising (and, conversely, if total supply exceeds total
clcmand, we should want to see its relative price falling). During
such a process of adjustment, many people may suffer very con-
siderable hardship - something which reasonable Keynesians do
well to emphasise.

If changing preferences, resources or technologies cause the
demand for a product to dirninish, we should want to see the
firms which manufacture it either entering diflbrent markets, or
improving its quality by technological innovation, or lowering
prices. Similarly, we should want to see workers in these firms -
whether blue- or white-collar - who have skills specific to a

product whose price is falling either increasing their productivity
or retraining themselves in different skills more specific to the
manufacture of goods whose prices are rising. Numerous enter-

' I(arl Fopper made a similar point h The Open Society and its Enemies,
Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1950, when he suggested that Plato's
rlucstion'Who should rule?' should be discarded for the question: 'How can
wc so organise political institutions that bad or incompetent rulers can be
prcvented from doing too much damage?' (p. 120). There is relevant discussion
lry Renford Bambrough in 'Plato's modern friends and enemies', Philosophy'
\7,1962, reprinted in R. Bambrough (ed.), Plato, Popper and Politics: some

utntributions to a modern controz)ersyt Barnes and Noble, New York, 1967. I
Irave discussed the relationship of expertise to democracy in Roy (l992a),
pp. 80-95.
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prises can go bankrupt, and numerous workers can find themselves
unable to sell the skills they possess, if they fail to adapt quickly
enough to changing market conditions. The more specialised thl
product and the more speciflc the skill, the mtre hardship
there may be. There could well be orthodox Keynesian 

"orrr"'-quences whereby laid-off workers reduce their consumption ex-
penditures and firms on the verge of bankruptcy reduce their
investment expenditures, leading to lower inconies for others, and
thus to lower expenditures by them too, and. so on. An anti-
Keynesian who denied the existence of such hardship would be
closed to the facts. He might also not be doing his own theory
iustice: for it is not unreasonable to argue that, while aajusfinents
are inevitable in an uncertain world, the classical response of
prices moving in the direction of excess demand probably mini-
mises the hardship in the transition from one iquilibiium to
the next.

- In a dynamic world, therefore, in which supply and demand
functions are shifting continually and unpredictabiy(though prob-
ably incrementallg and not drasticafly), efficieni inceni=iv& are
b9t1e1 thought of as relative prices which are not stagnant bur
which are moving - and moving quickly - in the diiection of
excess demand. It should, in general, be continually profitable at
the margin for firms and workers to be innovating tlcinologically
and improving productivity. As everyone knows f.o*.*p.ii.r.i
the principle goad to such activity is fair and free competition.
Ifa job or contracr is sought badly enough, and ifbettei quality
ot lower price are known to be the only criteria of selection,
the expected outcome is a differentiation and improvement by
competitors of the individual quality or price of whit is sold.

In broad srunmary, the liberal underitanding of how material
well-being can be improved rests on the assumption that the basic
functions of civil government are performed satiifactorily. Govern-
ment provides the backdrop ofcivil order and protection necessary
for private citizens freely and fairly to conduct their own lives
and their transactions with one another. It is a theory which
acknowledges a fundamental fact in the study of society, namely,
that the individual household: (a) most commonly defines its own
horizons; (b) knows the particular opporrunities available to it to
produce, trade and consume; (c) recognises the particular con-
straints which prevent it from doing all that it may desire; and

124)

(d) perceives how these opportunities and constraints may be
changing. !7here, as in the liberal picture, there are large numbers
of producers and consumers, sellers and buyers - each family
acting more or less independently - the efforts of one family do not
directly make for other than its own success, while at the same
time the repercussions of its mistakes are felt by itself and do not
reverberate throughout the whole communiry. Such has been, as
I see it, the Arnerican secret to mass prosperity.

3. Drsronrsn INcrNuws ervo hqsrrrurloNs

Drsronrro TNcENTTvES are the logical opposites of efficient ones.
Relative prices and wages send distorted signals to individual econ-
omic agents when they do not move in the direction of excess
demand, so that there is no general tendency for markets to clear.
A long-run or endemic excess demand for a good reveals itself in
rationing, queueing and black markets. The price at which trade
nominally takes place is too low and shows no tendency to move
upwards.

Conversely, in a product market, a long-run or endemic excess
supply reveals itself in surpluses and spoilages. fn a labour market,
it reveals itself, on the one hand, in armies of tenured employees
who have no incentive to improve productivity, and, on the other
hand, in lines of involuntarily or disguised unemployed who can-
not sell all the skills they possess and have to settle for selling their
less-specialised ones. The price at which trade nominally takes
place is too high and shows no tendency to move downwards. In
practical terms, firms do not find it profitable to be continually
cntering new markets or improving quality or enhancing tech-
nology or reducing price in order to attract and retain customers.
F'arrners in particular may face output and input prices which make
tcchnological improvements unprofitable.

In politics, distorted incentives are ones which make it profitable
for politicians and government officials to be corruptible and tax-
payers to be evasive. Because corruption is not penalised and
honesty not rewarded, the pursuit of private interest may make it
rational to be corrupt and irrational to be honest.
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Indioiilualism and statism

A neo-classical economic model like the one outlined above

presupposes among citizens a political attitude of indiztidualism.

tt i, *uy be defined as a condition in which citizens have the

idea (a) that it is the individual household itself which is principally

responsible for improvements in its own well-being, and (b) that
goYernment merely

'is, or ought to be, instituted for the common benefi't, protection

and security of the peoPle . . .',1

and that government officials are merely the citizens' 'trustees and

servants, and at all times amenable to them'.t
Its logical opposite may be called an attitude of statism- defined

u, pr"uuilirrg wiren .'rarious classes of citizens have the idea that it
is governme=nt which is and should be principally responsible for

imirovements in individual and public well-being. A good sense

in whicrr .power, can be defined in political and economic con-

texts is ur th" capacity to restrict the choices open to other men'..s

An attitude of statism entails a willingness, or at least an acqui-

escence, on the part of citizens to relinquish to those in govern-

ment, with littlior no questioning, the power to make decisions

which may affect their lives intimately. At the same time, responsi-

bility for relapses or lack of progress in individual well-being is

also thought io be the consequence of governmental and not

private deiision-making. Whereas individualism is a self-assertive

attitude, statism is a self-abnegating one. For those in government

to have a statist mentality is the same as saying they are paternal-

istic, that is, making the presumption that the citizen is often in-

.upubl" of fudging for himself what is for his own good'

fh" trgg.t;io., thut government should have the principal

responsibffi for improvements in individual and collective econ-

ornic well-b"ing - in-the sense that the collectivity can and should

satisfy the material aspirations of every individual - appears

,t uightu*uy to be seli-congadictory. An individual can have

r virginia BiIl of Rights, L776, it The constitution of the united states, ed.

E. -, Smith, Barnes & Noble, New York, 1979,p' 21'

z p. T. Bauer, Dissent on Development, Harvard university Press, cambridge,
Mass., 1971, p. 72, t. Z. fU" term 'statism' suggested itself to the author

"fr", 
[. .."i .M.. R. Masani, 'Post-Saniay outlook: where salvation does not

1.jte', The Statesman,9 JulY 1980.
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cnough difficulty trying to articulate his own horizons, aspirations

,rrd Jorrtttuirrt., t.i alone trying to do the sarne for others' For

a politician (or economist) io ilaim (or imply) not^only that he

knows (or can know) the relevant characteristics of everyone at

o".", u"t also that he knows how to ameliorate the condition of
frumanity at a stroke, as if by magic, would have been considered

ridiculous in more candid ti*"i thut ours. If we understand
.collective effort, to mean the surn of individual labours engaged

in a common pursuit or endeavour, then for the collectivity to

try materially to satisfy every individual would amount to imposing

a duty on everyone to try materially to- satisfy everyone-e/se - arl

,bsurd ,tut" oi affairs, flying in the face of the fact that most

p."pf" most of the timi Ao not wish to, or cannot, cope with much

clse except their Private lives.
Exhorting goverrment directly to improve the material well-

being of ,thI 
feople, cannot mean what it seems to because it cannot

,.fer" to literally all the people but only to sorne of them -
p..hrpronlyamaiority,or-onlythewell-organised'Thatthe
,trt" i, endogenous to tii" polity implies that no gorernment has

resources ofitt o*r, out of which to disburse the amounts a

politician may promise or an economist recommend' To fulfil
new prornlses, glven an initial condition of budgetary equilibrium,

" goi"rt*"nt is only able either to print more fiat money or to

r"i the resources oi irrdiuidrrul citizens more heavily. Leaving

aside the first alternative, fulfilment of the exhortation amounts

to otirrg public institutions to transfer resources from some people

in order to keep promises made to others'

When the aitiiude spreads that, in politics, one man's gain- is

another man's loss, anb where political control is to be had by

winning majorities in elections, the citizen comes to face a perverse

incentiie to try to coalesce with more and more others in the hope

i,f 
"rpt 

ri"g the public revenues in his favour - instead of thinking

critically 
"6o"t 

tt 
" 

nature of the political good as the institutions

.,f a.ttto.tu.y require him to. Political power becomes less dis-

p"rr.d, and ihe size of the polity diminishes in the sense that

i, .or*, to have fewer and fewer constituent agents, each of

which is a larger and larger coalition of like-minded confederates

intent on acq,ritit g control for its own benefit'
perhaps thi worst consequence of a general attitude of statism,

l,owevel is that the basic, commonsensical functions of govern-
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ment are obscured, ignored, and neglected. Instead of requiring
politicians and government officials to fulfil these functions, a
citizenry allows its public agents to become brokers and ente-
preneurs - trading not only in the products of government-
controlled industries but also in an array of positions of power and
privilege, all in the name of directing a cofiunon endeavour to help
the poor. The state places itself at every profitable opportunity
between private citizens who might otherwise have couducted
their transactions themselves perfectly well. The result is that
governments do, or try to do, what either does not need to be done
or ought not to be done by government, while they neglect that
which only governments can do and which therefore they ought to
be doing.

Part II: History

4. IxorvrpuaI,rsM AND Srarrsm rN Ilrora

AN arrrruor ofstatism has probably been present in India since
Mughal times at least. If anything, it spread during the British
period since the raison d'dtre of British rule in India would
have vanished without paternalism (as in the course of time it did)
and the existence of British rule was the raison d'dtre of the
nationalist movement.

Paternalism towards India was espoused even by those English-
men known for their liberal views at home. Thomas Macaulay,
for instance, declared to the House of Commons in 1833:

'It may be that the public mind of India may expand under our
system till it has outgrown that system; that by good government
we may educate our subjects into a capacity for better goveilrment;
that having become instructed in European knowledge, they man in
some future stage, demand European institutions. Whether such a
day will ever come I know not. But never will I attempt to avert
or retard it. Whenever ir comes, it will be the proudest day in
English history.'l

1 G, M, Young (ed.), Macaulay : Prose and Poety, London: Macrnillan, 1952,
p. Z1B. Some 20 years later, in Considerations o" *"Orrrr?t;::rrfXr;{tTrri
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Less than a hundred years later, in 1930-31, the Indian National
Congress - to the considerable chagrin of the British Govern-
ment - resolved to bring about an independent India in which
cvery citizen would have the right to free speech, to profess and
practise his faith freely, and to move and practise his profession
anywhere in the country. There would be universal adult suffrage
and no-one would be unjustly deprived of his liberty or have his
property entered, sequestered or confi.scated. In particular, all
citizens in the future republic would be 'equal before the law,
irrespective of religion, caste, creed or sex', and no disability
would attach

'to any citizen by reason of his or her religion, caste, creed or sex,
in regard to public employrnent, office of power or honour, and in
the exercise ofany trade or calling'.1

These resolutions were made in the thick of the battle for
independence, and underscored the fundamental argument of the
nationalists that, in spite of the infinitely diverse characreristics
of the inhabitants of the sub-contineut, a free and secular India
was possible in which all would be ruled by a common law. That
argument had been in contradistinction to the frequent taunt from
British Conservatives rhat an India without Britain would dis-
integrate in internecine bloodshed, and also to the later .two-
nations' theory of the Muslim League which led eventually to
the creation of Pakistan. With the departure of the British and
the Pakistanis, in 1950 the Constitution of the first Indian Republic
was finally able to bring into force the idea of secularity which had
inspired the nationalist cause. Thus, among the Fundamental
Rights established by the Constitution, Article 14 provided that
the state

'shall not deny to any person equality before the law or the equal
protection of the laws within the territory of India'.

lContinued from p. z8)
ed. H. B. Acton (Londnn: J. M. Dent), J. S. Mill claimed that rule by .a
superior people , . . is often of the greatest advantage to a people, carrying
them rapidly through several stages of progress, (Ch. IV, p. ZZd). Ironically,
a few years ago a distinguished retired member of the Indian civil service (who
happens to be a recipient of the Lenin Peace Prize) used very similar words in
a newspaper article - in defence ofthe Soviet occupation ofAfghanistan!

t Resolution of the Indian National Congress, August 1931, reprinted in B. N.
Pandey (ed.), The Indian Nationalist Movement: 1885-1g42, Macmillan,

, l2g1 -
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Articles 15.1, 15.2, 16.1, 16.2 and 29.2 went on to prohibit dis-

crimination on the arbitrary grounds of religion, race, caste, sex

or place of birth in matters of public employment or access to

publicly-funded education'
The century between Macaulay and the resolutions for inde-

pendence *rt by far the most important to the country's

intellectual histoiy since earliest antiquity. While it took its
turbulent course, India's connections with the mind of Europe -
long severed since the time of the early Greeks - came to be

re-Jstablished. The common interest and the cofirmon contribution

became one of admiring and learning from Europe and from

India's own past what there was to be admired and learnt, whilst

forsaking ani resisting what was self-contradictory or base. The

maxim io, u..ttory might have been: learn the good and let

the evil be buried in history. As Tagore wrote:

'The lamp of Europe is still br-lrning; we must rekindle our old

and extinguished lamp at that flame and start again on the road

of time. We must futm tfre purpose of our connection with the

English. This is the task we face in the building up of a great India"l

The ideal aspired to was swarai, or 'self-rule'. It literally meant

not only a goverrrment of India by Indians accountable to Indians,

but alsl tf,e governance of the individual by himself ' Not.only
was the country to be sovereigtais-d.-ois other states; its individual
citizens *"." io be free ais-d-ais each other and equal before its

laws. Swaraj meant, in other words, a condition of political

autonomy where the citizen constrained his own free actions

so as not to harm others, and where the Rule of Law would protect

him when he acted auronomously and resist him when he did not.

Given a backdrop of civil order, the infinite number of ways to

individual happiness and prosperity in an infinitely diverse

sub-continent could then be pursued.

1 S. Radhakrishrtat, The philosophy of l?abindranath Tagore,Macmillan, Londo-n,

igf3rp.232.Foranexcellentactountoftheintercoursebetrveenancientlndia
and'aircient Greece, H. G. Rawlinson, 'Early contacts between India and

U".o;"', in A. L. Basham (ed.), I Cuyural l:Iistory of India, Clarendon Press'

Oxfoia,'fSZS. For excellent accounts of the growth of liberalism in India in
the tgtt and early 20th centuries : Anil Seal, The Ennergence of Indian National'

ii , Ciii*t lon and Collaboration in the later 19th Century, Camb!,rdge Uni-
u"rri,V p."tr, Cambridge, 1971, Chs. 1, 3-6; J. R' Mclane, Indian Nationalisrn

ond tire Eorly Congrrti Princeion University Press, Princetot, 1977; Gordon
jot 

"ro", 
piooincilt Politics and Indian Nationalism, Carrbridge University

Press, Cambridge, 1973, Ch. 1.
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.\ r u t i sm all-p eroading

Ar-r attitude of statism, however, has pervaded all public discourse

rrr inclependent India, and has been reinforced by the social and

cconomic policies pursued by successive governments.
ln the first place, a ghost from earlier controversies with the

llritish was to remain in the 1950 Constitution. Immediately
:rl'rcr the provisions establishing equality before the law and

ctprlity oi opportunity in public employment and publiciy-
lundcd educaiion, the following caveats appeared. Article 15'3

:'licl that the state could make 'any special provision for women

rrrrcl children'1 and then, of more significance, Article 15.4 allowed

rlrc stete to make

'arry special provisions for the advancement of any socially- and

c.lucationally backward classes ofcitizens or for the Scheduled Castes

:rnd the Scheduled Tribes'.

Alticle 16.4 allowed it to make

'any provision for the reservaticn ofappointments or posts in favour
of any backward class of citizens which, in the opinion of the State,

is noi adequately represented in the services under the State . . .'.

l-lstly, Article 335 said that

'the clairns of the rnembers of the Scheduled Castes and the Sched-

ulcd Tribes shall be taken into consideration, consistently rvith the

maintenance of efficiency of administration, in the making of appoint-
mcnts to services and posts [under the State] . . .'.

Who was to decide who was 'backward' and who was not, or

which group was to be 'scheduled' and which not? Article 341.1

:;lid that

"fhe President may . . . by public notification specify the castes,

races or tribes which shall for the purposes of this constitution be

clccmed to be Scheduled Castes . . .'1

rurrtl Article 341.2 added that

'Parliament may by law include in or exclude from the list of Sched-

ulcd Castes specified under 341.1 alry caste, race or tribe or part
of or any group within any caste, race or tribe . . .'.

Alticlcs 342.L and342.2 said the same for the Scheduled Tribes.

[31]
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Subsequently, two Presidential Orders named no fewer than

11181 diftererri groop. in the country as 'scheduled Castes' and

more than 583 other groups as 'scheduled Tribes'' Roughly a

sixth of the population thus came to be termed 'backward' by

executive decrei and were segregated by statute from the rest

of the citizenry.
The direct precursor of these provisions was the 'communal

Award' by the British Government in 1932, who had taken it to
be their duty

.to safeguard what we believe to be the right of Depressed classes

to a faii proportion in Legislatures . . .'.1

(,Depressed Classes'was the of&cial name for those misleadingly

iallei 'untouchables' outside the Hindu fold')
The complex customs of the Hindus call for endogamy and

commensaliiy *otg members of the same caste, thus making

anyone oot.id. , c*rte somewhat'untouchable'for its members.

ir, *rttiug" and dining habits, many orthodox Hindus would

hold foreigners, Muslims, and even Hindus of other castes at

the same distance as rhose formally classified as 'Depressed

classes,. Indeed, non-Hindus in India - including the British -
often maintained social protocols that were equally as strict.-

No serious Indian historian would doubt that members of the
,Depressed classes, had been oppressed and had suffered count-

less'indignities throughout Indian history at the hands of so-called
,caste Hindus,. At various times, persecution had led to mass con-

versions to the more secular faiths. But the ancient wfongs of the

rtioao practices had to do not so much with the lack of physical

contactin personal life which the word'untouchability' connotes -
for Indian society has always consisted of a myriad of voluntarily-

segregated groups - but rather with open and obvious inequities

.rrif, 
-", 

the-denial of equal access to temples, public wells, baths

and schools.--Gandhi,whobyhispersonalexampleprobablydidmorefor

the cause of the ,bepreised Classes' than anyone else, protested

against the communal Award with one of his most famous fasts.

Privately, he susPected that

1 Ramsay Macdonald's letter to M. K' Gandhi, 8 September 1932' reprinted

in PandeY (ed.), o9. cit., P. 74.
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'. . the communal question [was] being brought deliberately.to

the forefront and rnagnified by the goverrlment because they did
not intend to part with Power'.l

l'ublicly, he argued that the pernicious consequenc€ would be a

further'exacerbition of the apartheid under which the'Depressed

Classes' had suffered for so long, when the important thing was

lbr their right to be within the Hindu fold to be acknowledged

by 'caste' Hindus.z
The Fundamental Rights in the 1950 Constitution establishing

t\e equality of all citizeni before the law evidently had the 1930-31

."*olrrtiorrjs as their precursors; while Article 17 - which specifi-

cally declared .untouchability' to be 'abolished' and its practice

'tbrtidden' - was part of Gandhi's legacy, placing those who had

lbr centuries beerdenigrated and persecuted on exactly the same

(boting in the eyes of the laws of the Republic as their denigrators

,,nd pLsecutori. Th" subsequent clauses authorising the state

ro discriminate in favour of 's.hedoled Castes', and allowing

it to define by executive decree who was to be so called, were

cvidently the remnants of the communal Award of 1932. Dis-

criminaton by the stare was initially to last for a period-of 10 years

only. It has, however, been extended three times - for another

10 years on each occasion - and so continues to the present day.

We shall examine a few of the consequences in Part III'

'A socialistic Pattern of societY'

As for economic policy, while the original 1950 constitution
lrlcl ambiguously slated certain ends - such as that government

r,vas 'to stiive to promote the welfare of the people' - it macle no

nrcltion at all oi any specific economic institutions, statist or

libcral, which the new Republic was to nurture as means towards

, l)cvclas Gandhi's letter to Jawaharlal Nehru,2 october 1931, reprinted in
I':rndey (ed.), oP. cit.,P.7l,

, (ilntlhi'sprotestsucceededtotheextentthattheAwarditselfwassuperseded;
,,,r,1 in uriusual, euphoric displays of fraternity, 'caste' Hindus threw opeo

;.trrpl".; tte-U.it of the ;Depressed-Classes' and embraced them with

,,"rii "J.. 
The compromise Pact wiich replaced the Communal Award removed

,,,1r,r.r." electorat6s but still gua.anteed special political re-presentation for

,',1l,." y"rr. following the agreeinent' For an account of Gandhi's position on

,t," communal Awird, Jriaitir rvr. Brown, Gandhi and cioil Disobedience,

( i;rnrbridge University Press, Cambrid"ge, 1977, pp' 3L3-2L'

[33]
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those ends. In spite of this omission, successive governments have
explicitly avowed their espousal of 'socialism, as the means to the
good and prosperous society. For instance, a

'soci.alistic pattern of society where the principal means of pro-
duction are under social ownership or control,

was declared to be a national objective at'the ruling Congress
Party's convention in 1955; and, in 1926, the ,otorious 42nd
Amendment purported to change the very description of the
country in the preamble to the original Constitution from the
sober 'Sovereign, Democratic Republic, to the awkward
'Sovereign, Secular, Socialist Democratic Republic,. It is an open
and important issue of constitutional practice whether a tempor-
ary majoritarian government can change the legal description of a
republic so fundamentally that it necessarily begs every question
now and in the future about the efficacy of socialism as tlie route
to mass prosperity.l

Even so, 'socialism' is a vague and equivocal word, meaning

{itre1ent things to different people. Brieflg what happened in
the Indian context seems to have been that the Nationalist
Government explicitly took upon itself the responsibility of
becoming the prime mover of the economic growth of th" courrtry.
This waJin additio, to its other fundamenil and ,rgent political
responsibilities at the time, namely, to establish peace and civil
order in the aftermath of a bloody partition, re-settle several
million destitute refugees, integrate into the Republic the
mrmerous principalities and fiefdoms run by the princes and
potentates, re-draw provinciai boundaries on a sensible linguistic
criterion, and generally educate people about their righis and
responsibilities as individual citizens in a new and democratic
republic.

In a poor country which had just ended a long period of alien
rule, it was understandable, if inadvisable, thai a nationalist
govemment led by cultured, educated men among unlettered
masses should take upon itself the responsibility for economic
growth. Part of the nationalists' critique of British rule had been
precisely that it had worked to the considerable detriment of the
Indiur economy. And, certainly, whatever the exact calculation

'lo. "l eminent lawyer's cornmentary, N. A. palkhiva\a, The Light of ttte
Constitution, Forum of Free Enterprise, Bombay, 1976.
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ol' the benefits and cosrs of the British presence in India, while
rlrcre had been obvious benefits, there had also been obvious
costs such as iniquitous taxes and overt racial discrimination in
cn-rployment.t Thus, when the nationalists practically swore them-
r;r:lvcs to provide better government for the economy, it was
ccrtainly a very praiseworthy aim; 1947 would indeed be the year
,r['India's 'tryst with destiny'.

lir,tter gaaerrunent not necessarily more goaernment

!(rlrat the Nehru Government came to believe, however, was that
lrt'ttcr gov€xnment for the economy necessarily meantmore govern-
rrrt'rrt activity in the economy. A similar nationalist government led
lrv cultured: educated men among an unlettered pubiic had chosen
tlillcrcntly in 1776 at Philadelphia, but the times and circum-
r,riurces were very different. The Indian nationalists, and most
.',;pccially Prime Minister Nehru, had just rvitnessed what they
touli to be, on the one hand, the collapse of the market economy
rn the Great Depression and, on the other, the rapid growth to
tr,r'cltness of Bolshevik Russia. In his presidential address to the
( iingress in 1936, for instance, Nehru spoke of the immediate
pulit in these terms:

'liverywhere conflicts grew, and a great depression overwhelmed
thc world and there was a progressive deterioration, everywhere
cxcept in the wideflung Soviet territories of the USSR, where, in
marked contrast with the rest of the world, astonishing progress was
made in every direction . . .'

'I'hus, it seemed to him, there was

'. . no way of ending the poverty, the vast unemployment, the
rlcgradation, and the subjection ofthe Indian people except through
.Socialism'.

Socialism meant, tnter alia,

'. . . the ending ofprivate property, except in a restricted sense, and
thc replacement of the private profit system by a higher ideal of

' l lrrrc is reason to think the Mughals before the British had done no better
:urrl had probably done much worse. (T. Raychaudhuri, .The State and the
litrrrromy: the Mughal Empire', in T. Raychaudhuri & I. Habib (eds.), The
t ),utrbridge Economic History of India, vol. I, Cambridge University press,
( );rnrbridge, 1982.
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co-operative service. rt means ultimately a change in our instincts
and habits and desires. In shorr, it meania new ciiilisation, radicJry
different 

-from the ql:s."r capitalist order. Some gfi*pre ;.-;n
have of rhis new civilisation in the territories of trrl uisn. mo.r,
has happened there which has pained me greatly and with wtricir r
disagree, but I look upon thai great and-fascinating ,"f"fii"J of
a new order and a new civilisation as the most promising featurl of
our.dismal age. If the future is full of hope it is largelyiecause of
soviet Russia and what it has done, und I a* .oriuirr.ed that, if
some world catastrophe does not intervene, this new civilisatlon
will spread to other lands and put an end to the wars a,d conflias
on which capitalism feeds,.l

Equally as certain and deep as his admiration for trre riberar
values of the west was Nehru's evident misunderstanang of trre
causes and consequences of stalin's Russia. The political and
economic history of India in the past 30 years canrot be under-
stood without regard to her mosf powerful reader's ambivalerrce
about the narure of the political and economic good.

!V lt. mid-1950s, many of fndia,s other proriinent statesmen
had died or retired from public life, and theri was hardly a public
figure of starure left (with the exception of Rajagopuri"rririiio
challenge Nehru's socialist vision oflhe country,s-future. More-
over, men who were ostensibly .expert economists,, but whose
writings revealed no knowredge of prices or rnarkets or the corrcepi
of feasibility, were encouraged. to endo.se and embellisr, tni" riri#,
ryhich they did without hesitation in the secure knowledge rha;
they were shielded from critics by the intenectual pu,roriug. oi
a charismatic and elected leader.g

The choice between alternative models of mass economic
prosperity musr have seemed quite clear at the time. The cold

'y.-8. Singh (ed.), Nehru on Socialism, Government of India, Ministry ofInformation and Broadcasting, publications Division, OaAr, ig,ii,6,-id_51',
67.

q 'Draft recommendations for the formuration of the second Five year plan,,
written by P. c. Mahalanobis; 'The second Five-year prrn - a i."tutir,iframework', drafted, by the economic ministries; and a ,Memor;;;;
q*t:r, by a p-anel of prominent Indian economists-_ all .o".ui".Jl" frrpr^
yllatrng to the formulation of the second Fioe year pran, c"r"."*"* 

"ii"iirlPlanning_-Commission, 1955 - were the principal influences ." ifr" ,.i""i
S^ecgn{-P_$n. No significa't understanrring of miarkets, prices or ,fr. 

"o*.p,of feasibility is evident on the part of ariy of ttr. ariho.r. Ster,ov," iorr"i,
dissent has already been noted iabove, p. 13, note rl.- --'v"vr e 'v'^e"
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l;rct did not, however, vanish that one of the oldest objective
It-ss.ns of political economy has been that more government is not
rr,'ccssarily better government. It is to the consequences of ignoring
tlris lcsson that we now turn.

Part III: Practlce

5. Ecouourc Porrcrrs rN luorprNprNr INora

I t,ra rouAy is a bizarre maze of distorted incentives, which I (and
rlr tloubt others) have found very difficult to untangle and under-
:,trr,d. I shall, however, list and discuss the most significant of
rlrcm as methodically as I can.

(r) Industy
'l'lrc Indian Government has declared a large .public sector, in
c()nlmerce and industry to be a national obiective. Towards this
c.cl, it has therefore progressively acquired numerous enterprises,
Irrrgc and small, so that it now has either a full monopoly in an
rn(lustry or is one of a few oligopolists. These industries range
l'.,r banking insurance, railways, airlines, cement, steel, chemi-
crrls, fertilisers and ship-building to making beer, soft drinks,
tcl.:pl.rones and wrist-watches. There are no explicit penalties for
i r r tlclinite loss-making ; indeed, bankrupt private enterprises have
.licn been nationalised to serve politicians, ends. And, certainly;
tlrcrc has been no general rule of marginal-cost pricing. In public
rrtilitics, like electricity generation and distribution or city buses
rrrrtl trams, prices appear to be well below marginal cost, leading
rr) scvcre rationing and queueing. Sudden stoppages ofelectricity
lirr hours at a time and monumental congestion on buses and
rr':rrns have become endemic facts of life for millions of urban
I r rtlilrus.

At the same time, private industry in India has been made to
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face labyrinthine controls. The government has continually ex-
horted private firms to work in the 'national interest' - which
means accepting the consuaints of centralised planning. It has

left no doubt that, while there is a 'role' for them in the growth of
the economy, they exist at the sufferance of government and had
better realise it, otherwise the darkforces of revolutionwhichhave
so far been kept at bay will inevitably sweep them away altogether,
as happened in Russia and China.

The constraints imposed on the operation of a private business
are legion, and would make a businessman from the Vest or Far
East reach for a psychiatrist or a pistol. An entrepreneur may not
enter numerous industries without government approval of the
'technical' viability of his project; once it is approved, he cannot
find credit except from a government bank; and he cannot buy
raw materials and machinery of the highest qualiry at the lowest
price since, if they are produced in India, he will be denied a
licence to import better and/or cheaper foreign substitutes. The
onus is on him to satisfy the government that no production
occurs within India of the input he requires; only then will an
import licence conceivably be granted, subject to periodic review
by the government. He may be compelled to export a specified
proportion of his output as a condition for the renewal of his
import licence, which therefore places him at a disadvantage with
foreign buyers who, of course, are aware of this resffaint. He may
be unable to compete internationally because the rupee is priced
above its likely equilibrium and some of the inputs he uses are
high-cost, low-quality domestic substitutes. As a result, he may
be compelled practically to dump his output abroad at whatever
price it will fetch.

The entrepreneur's factory may be subject to random cuts
in electricity for hours at a time. He may require government
approval before he can increase his fixed capacity, modernise
his plant, change a product-line, or even change the number of
labour shifts. He may face mirrimum-wage and suingent unfair-
dismissal laws on the one hand, and price controls on the other.
If he fails to meet credit obligations to the nationalised banks, he
may be penalised by the appointrnent of one or more government
directors to his board - a form of'creeping' nationalisation.
Further, he may be subjected to a constant threat of full national-
isation as and when the government decides that his industry
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:'lxruld be in the public sector in the interests of national planning.t
'l'he consequence of all these controls has been a monumental

rlislortion of incentives away from encouraging private firms to
I r y to attract customers by improving technology and quality
,,r' rcducing prices towards encouraging them to concentrate on
'rcnt-seeking', in the term made familiar by Professors Gordon
'l'ullock and James Buchanan.z As Anne Krueger says in her
t:xccllent study of the automobile ancillary indusuy, the very
notion of entrepreneurial efficiency changes in such circumstances:

'Under conditions iu India, the most important problem confronting
r:rrttepreneurs is that of assuring that production will continue. The
,-xrmbined effects of import licensing and investment licensing give

virtuaily every firm a monopoly or quasi-monopoly position' The
clltrepreneur who is most successful in getting licences of greater

value and/or in getting licences more quicldy than his fellow pro-
r.lucetrs will have higher profits. The producer who does not compete

successfully for licences cannot produce at all, no matter how skilled
hc is in achieving engineering efficiency, unless he enters the "open
ruarket" and pays a prernium to the successful licence applicant for
sorne materials . . . Successful entrepreneurs are therefore those who

ale best at obtaining the greatest number of licences most
cxpeditiously . . .'3

Moreover, firms which are low-cost and efficient (in the free-
nrarket sense) and which are as successful at rent-seeking as

high-cost, inefficient firms may still not be able to compete the
latter out of business because government will not usually allow
t particular firm to expand - regardless ofits efficiency - ifthere
is cxcess capacity in the industry of which it is a part. High-cost
lirms can ttiereby rationally count on staying in business simply
by maintaining significant excess capacity.

,'l'he best descriptions of Indian industrial policy are still to be found in
lllragwati and Disai (1970), oP. cit. Also C. Wadhwa, 'Nerv Industrial Licens-
,,rq 1'olicy: An Appraisal', in C. Wadhwa (ed.), Sorce prcblems of India's
,'(onomic policy, Tata'McGraw Hill, Deihi, 1977, pp. 290-324.

, (lrrrdon Tullock is generally credited *'ith introducing the notion of rent-
sccking in 'The welfare costs of tariffs, monopolies and theft', Vestern Econ'
,,,,,ic jiurnal,5 (June 1967). while Krueger (1974)' op. clr., introduced the
r.rrnltself. ihe iollection edited by J. M. Buchanan et al., Toward a theory
ttl tlle rent-seehing society, Texas A&M Press, College Station, 1980, contains
lcprints of both papers as well as other studies'

, I(rueger (1975), oP, cir., p. 108 ff.
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(ii) Foreign rrade
The Government of India has always claimed that foreign
exchange is a 'scarce' resowce which must be rationed by fiat
in the national interest. The total foreign-exchange revenue (at
an exchange rate which was frxed unril 1971 and has since been
on a managed 'peg') has been allocated in the following order
of priorities: first, to meet foreign debt repayments and govern-
ment expenditures in the conduct of foreign policy, such as the
maintenance of embassies (Gl); secondly, to pay for imports of
defence equipment, food, fertilisers and petroleum (G2); thirdln
to meet ear-marked paymenrs for the imported inputs of public-
sector industries so that they may achieve projected production
targets (G3); fourttrly, to pay for the imported inputs of private-
sector firms which are successful in obtaining import licences
(PI); and lastly, to satisfy the demands of the public at large for
purposes such as travel abroad (P2).

Foreign exchange is 'scarce'in India, or elsewhere, in precisely
the same sense that rice or petrol or cloth is scarce. Just as there
exists some positive price for rice, petrol or cloth which, at any mo-
ment, will match total supplies with total demands, so there exists
some positive price for rupees relative to dollars which, at any
moment, will match the transaction and asset dernands of Indians
for dollars with the transaction and asset demands of foreigners for
rupees. Underlying that market-clearing price would be (a) the
demands of Indians for foreign goods whose f.o.b. prices were
lower than those of domestic substitutes, and, sirnilady, the
demands of foreigners for goods in which India has had a com-
parative advantage; and (b) the expectations of Indians and
foreigners about the future purchasing power of the rupee relative
to the dollar, using as a proxy, say, the diference between interest
rates in India and abroad.

A free market in foreign exchange would first have encouraged
India's traditional exports, like jute manufactures and textiles,
and then (if the positive theory of international trade is broadly
correct) progressively encouraged the export of other non-
traditional goods which used India's relatively inexpensive labour
relatively intensively and thereby enabled Indian entrepreneurs to
compete successfully in foreign markets. At the same time, capital
flows into and out of India would have given the monetary auth,
orities an incentive to keep domestic interest rates in line with the
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rcal opportunity cost offorgoing consumption in favour ofsavings.
Thus, the case against a free market in foreign exchange has

tlways been, to say the least, far from obvious.t But even if, for
the sake of argument, we accept the presumed superiority of
rutioning, the elementary th.eory of optimisation which underlies
the so-called theory of 'planning' dictates that the government
should allocate dollars between ahernative uses such that the
rnarginal dollar yields the same increase in social utility in any use.
'l-he Indian Governrnent, however, appears to have allocated
lirreign exchange simply on the basis of giving a higher priority
to its own foreign expenditures (categories Gl, G2 and G3) than
to private foreign expenditures (categories Pl and P2). That is
ro say, regardless of how much social utility might have been
tlcrived from a particular increase in private-sector imports, it
would not be considered until after the government had met all its
own expenditures abroad.z

Jagdish Bhagwati and T. N. Srinivasan put it as follows:

'The allocation of foreign exchange among alternative claimants
and users in a direct control system . . . would presumably be with
reference to a well-defined set of principles and criteria based on a
system of priorities. In poiut of fact, however, there seem to have
been few such criteria, if an5 followed in practice.'3

With respect to imported inputs for private- and public-sector
industries, a rule of 'essentiality' (that is, the input must be

, 'I-he classic argument for a free market is in lvI. Friedman, 'The case for
flcxible exchange rates', in his Esscys in Positiae Economics, University of
()lricago Press, Chicago, 1953, pp, 157-203. Also V. S. Vartikar, Commercial
policy and. economic deoelopment in Indi.a, Praeger, New York, 1969, based on
lris PhD at Va5me State lJniversity; and D. Lal, A liberal international econ-
onric order: the international monetary systenc and economic deaelopment,Essays
in International Finance No, 139, Princeton University, October 1980.

, An additive sub-utility function might be defined within each set of categories:

Uc = }] c1. v;(G1) r\2 a22 a,D ai=l
I

up=!Pi.w;(P) fu>9, I9i=l;
I

where the vi(.) and the w;(.) are further sub-utility functions defined on each
clrtcgory, etc. None of these has ever been spelt out by the Indian Government,
:rnd certainly no amounr of Up has seemed substirutable for an iota erf U6.

' Illragwati and Srinivasan, op. cit.rp,38.
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technically ,essential, tg !!" production process) and a rule of'indigenous avaitrability,_ftfrut'ir, ifr.i"" *rrr, be absolutely nodomesticaly-prod rcedprryri.ur ."urti-nites, regardless of cost andqualiry) seem ro have been fotto*red. fi"r," ", 
girrg;;'"na

Srinivasan report,

'. . . the sheer weight of numbers made any meaningful listing ofpriorities extremery difficurt. Til;;;b[* was orwerian: an in-dusrries had priority and how *.; dir";;nsoring authority to arsuethar some industries had more pri;;;ry?;;hHil;J"Ir",rt 
r_prising,. therefore, 

th.1t th9 ,g.;.io ;u;jved in d";;H;'ril"-cations by industry fell back^oi vugo. ";;"u "i rrr".rr;:iliorilupro rata allocations with referenci to .uou.ity i";;r-rd""i';'"ii;y-ment, or shares defined by past i*port'JioJurtr;;;;rt,"t#I;"r.,
of thurnb,.1

Clearly, in abjuring the free market and claiming a monopolyover foreign-exchange ffansactions, tou*r*.ot planners haveaccepted cerrain premises as unquestioirable: (a) d;;;;;;;;;_sponsored industriarisation is the best *.rn, to mass prosperity;(b) that a. poticy of indefinit. i;;;;;"bstitution is the bestmeans to industrialisation; and (c) that such 
" p"fi.y i"n"*,all foreign 

_expendirures by govern;;;;i" take precedence overall private foreign expendituier. Th;;;i. and foreign-exchangepolicies pursued cannot be understooa .*."pa by reference todomestic economic oolicies u"a, i" purtilhr, ,o the view heldabout the proper fi]nctions ;i'g;;.;;;.rrt in and out of themarket-place.

,_lilddli"n to a plethora of conrrols, tariffs and outright bans onrmports, there have been erratic_ policies, subsidffi.the";;;;of 'ne\.v', non-traditional manufa^c*.., 
"iif.. 

engineering goods,and taxing - aRd even banning - tt 
" 

oporiot gooos in which Indiahas traditionally enjoyed 
" 

.otp*u,iri-ujuurr,ug..,
t lbid., p. 38.
2 In 1980, for exampre, exports of pig-iron and of sheep- and goat_meat werebanned; an export dutv on. jute ;;";f;;;; i"u, i*por"a on 18 Februarvand lifted on B septembe r. l!!ii;j i;;;;;;L;il,re controts,rnternationarMonerary Fund, 198t. nn. zbs_r3.; rt' i*i"iTri Export poticy(April l9B2_March 1983) u.rrrourri.Jby trr. ci,*r"..."-uiirlry ,.por,.d the bannine ofexporrs of cane, paraffin rvax, mustard and rape_scet .,, ,"J;..r,ril_, #rfiifliitems', including Iizards and robins. 

-' -'- 'qvv sler

[An embargo on the export of crc (cut, tear and curl) tea was announced
fContinued on p, 4jl
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I lt,' oaer-aalued rupee

l.l,]:trnu"l, the rupee has been conrinuously over_valued. Froml()!9 ro 1959, the official exchange rnt" of Rr. 4.76 to ttre US
, l, rllrr. wzs: on ayerage, 12.3 per cent above the black-markelrate,
'r lrr'.ure which rose.to 6I per cent between 1960 and 1965. Froml(,'(r(r ro 1970, the devalued official rate of Rs. 7.50 to tir. Jouu,
',,*' irbove the black-rnarket rate by an average of 47.6 par a"rrr,* lrrlc fi'om lgzl onwards the maniged-peg rite has been aboverlr,' [rlack-market rate by an average of 2i.iper cent.,

'\inrple economics suggests trraia free-maiket equilibrium rate
rr "rrltl be somewhere between the brack-market and omciui rater.
'\rr rlficial exchange rate for the rupee fixed above ttut ru.runilal'v unclerlying relative demands foi Indian and foreign gooJr, u,rr''ll .s by relative degrees of confidence in the ,"fr..?J"irr"
'l'illur, subsidises imports at the expense of expor*. hv air..i*i-
rr:rri,g in favour ofits own foreign expenditures ,"a 

"g.i"ri-rrr"r",,1 llrc private sector, the government has U.." tf,". pri".ip.f
l,( r('liciary of an over-u-rll.d rupee. If capital_inr""riri.-goia,
.rr t' rhe main imports and labour-intensive ones the main;6;;,
.r.rr .vcr-valued rupee further distorts incentives so as to f;";;tlrt' usc of capital-intensive production processes over rabour-,rt'rrsive ones - in a country with a demonstrabre abundance of
r r l; r r r vcly inexpensive labour !

Wirh an eye to India, Krueger has argued the general issue in
I lt(':.c tcr.ms:

'lirrbsidies can make any_industry an export industr$ even one thatu.rrld not produce at all in 
"r, 

iffi.i..ri allocation. Si*ii"iry,-rr*,,;rrr lrc Ievied on an iqdustry that has comparative 
"dr;t"g_;;er'rll Pcnalise it enough to render domestic production e.rtlr.rv ,rrr-

1,r,litable. SThen taxes and subsidies ,r. or.d, tt .r.fo.", ;il;:$;
Ir,'rrt itttted from p. lzlI'v rlrr Minisrry of Commerce on 24 December 19g3. CTC is high_qualitvr, ,r rvlrich accounts for about three_quarters oilnd,a,s ,.r;;;;:i[;i;l,,ll,'rvr.d a doubling of domestic priies over the:,,,,,,, r i, ),, of te, j.ar"ri"hJ;;;s;;;: ;ffi ffir8T;:"r:' J,".T;r:"il::i::?,rr r, t rrl,.rcrment by man,facturers io reduce trr"ii pr"n,-*o.gil;',-,,d ;.;,";i.5;,,r. 1r;16fi;rgsd tea by about 20 per cent (Financiat'iimes, l+-Decembei id;;;I L(. L(lian Governmenr apparently feared that-th;";*r;;;r"#;i:,l,,rrrr.sric rnarket w.as going to.,.rn o.ri (The Ttmes,SJanraiy iSS I. Th. 

"ft.;"i"t rlr.;c rneasures is artificially to depress prrces in th. ao*.uu"-rriu.i;;iril;,, rr,,rrryi rlrcrn overseas (The Economiitr 14 irrrrru.y L9g4). _ ro.]' l'r, l;'t Ottrratcy yearboole, various eclitions.
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not only to distort the structure of production, but to distort it so
much that the "wrong" commodities are exported.,r

The Indian Government's planners have had the idea of forcibly
effecting a reversal in the comparative advantage ofthe country,
as if by magic overnight. The hope might have been that a forced
pace of industrialisation would somehow allow economies of
scale to be reaped and thus soon make Indian industrial goods
competitive enough in international markets to be the counfry,s
principal source of foreign exchange, displacing traditional manu-
factures like jute and textiles. In practice, however, as the evidence
given by Bela Balassa and other economists demonstrates, such a
policy has not succeeded to date and is most unlikely ever to do so.

- 
India's import bill has risen continuously, most drastically

after the 1973-74 quadrupling of peuoleum prices; non-traditional
manufactures have hardly been able to compete successfully in
foreign markets; and the traditional exporrs of jute and textiles
have suffered very severe setbacks. Balassa contrasts the con-
sequences of the freer, outward-looking trade policies of South
Korea, Singapore and Taiwan with those of the inward-looking,
controlled rdgime of India as part of a study of l l countries
(including Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Mexicq Chile, Israel and
Yugoslavia) which, along with Hong Kong, accounr for most of
the manufactured exports of developing countries. India,s share
of the total manufactured exports of these countries has fallen
steadily from 65.4 per cent in 1953 to 50.7 per cenr in 1960, to
3L.2 per cent in 1966 and ro a mere 10.3 per cenr in 1973. The
proportion exported of India's total manufactured output fell
from9.7 per cenr in 1960 to 9.4 per cenr in 1966 and to 8.6 per
cent in 1973.ln contast, during the same two periods, the pro-
portion of manufacnrred output exported rose from 1 to 14 to
4i per cent in South Korea, from ll to 20 to 43 per cent in
Singapore, and from 9 to 19 to 50 per cent in Taiwan-g

Balassa cogently argues that the adverse effects of a sudden
change in external factors, such as the quadmpling of petroleum
prices in1973-74 or the 1974-75 Western recession, were absorbed
much more easily by developing countries with large foreign-trade
sectors than by those like India with relatively small ones:

t Krueger (1977), op. cit., pp.27-28.
z Balassa (L978), op. cit., p. 39; Balassa (1980), op. cit.,p. 16.
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'Outward orientation is associated with high export and import
:rhares that permit reduction in non-essential imports without serious
:rtlvcrse effects on the functioning of the economy. By contrast, con-
rinucd inward orientation involves limiting imports to an unavoidable
rrrinirnum, so that any further reduction will impose a considerable
t'ost in terms of growth. Furthermore, the greater flexibility of the
rrltional economies of countries pursuing an outward-oriented
:;tratcgy, under which firms learn to live with foreign competition,
rrrrkcs it possible to change the product composition of exports in
lcsponse to changes in world market conditions, whereas inward
olicntation entails establishing a more rigid economic structure.,l

ln other words, if imports are both high in total value and
,lrvcrsc in composition, a rise in the relative price of a particular
unl)ort for which home demand is relatively inelastic (like petrol-
,'rrrrr and its products) can be accommodated by a substitution of
,'xl,cnditure towards it and away from inessential imports for
rvlrich demand is relatively elastic. A similar argurnent had
rylrically been advancedby a&tocares of import-substitution when
tlrcy maintained that the exports of a small country should be
,livcrsc and not concentrated on only a few goods since a decline
rrr rvorld prices would otherwise lead to serious falls in export
r ('vcrlues. This suggests that both critics and advocates of import-
',ubstitution might agree that, for a country which is a price-taker
rrr world markets, the encouragement of a large foreign-trade
:,t'clor is a way of diversifying the risk of adverse effects from
t lr:rngcs in world prices. The question remains as to whether the
posit ivc theory of trade is correct in saying that the encouragement
ol'cornparative advantage is superior to import-substitution as a
,ttr'rtils of achieving a large foreign sector. From the contrasting
('xl)cricnces of,, say, South Korea on the one hand and India on the
rrrhc:r, the answer seems overwhelmingly to be that it is.

rtrl tluriculture

I lrc Indian Government has instituted a multiple-pricing system
l.r rhc major food-grains, especially rice and wheat. Farmers are
, ,,rrrlrcllcd to sell a specified fraction of their output to the govern-
nr('nr, rt a price fixed by the government which is significantly
l.rv('l' thnl that warranted by underlying supply and demand
, ('n(litions. Farmers may sell the remainder of their output freely.
' ll,tl.,1't.22.
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The quantities the government acquires in this way, plus any
it imports (imports being subsidised by the over-valuation of thi
exchange rate), are sold by ration at lower than free-market prices
in the so-called 'fair-price' shops - which happen to be mainty
in urban areas. r]rban consumers may purchas" pr.t of their re'-
quirements from such shops and the r.muinder onih. open market
at higher prices. Astute middle-class urban housewives^ know that
rationed grain is often ofpoorer quality than that sold on the open
rnarket. _Accordi,gly, the former often constitutes part of 

^the

wages of the domestic servants of the urban householi, while the
family consumes the latter. Insofar as this is true, it suggests that
farmers distinguish quality much better than do gli.u"*."t
officials, and that they use this advantage somewhat Io partition
their output into low- and high-quaiity, sefiing the first under
compulsion to the government ar:d the seconcl o'the open market.

while such is the general food poricy of India, the compulsory
procurement of grains and their distribution to the ration-shops
is_ implemented by individuar state governments and. not uy trre
union Government. There have usuallybeen numerous restrictions
on inter-state movements of grain, so the states d.o not form a full
customs-union; instead, the Union Government tries to be a
cerrtral clearing-house, matching the desired imports of one State
with the desired exports of another.l

Econamic effects of ban on fuUtes contacts

Furthermore, futures contracts in grains have been banned by
law, in the belief that futures trading is conducive to speculation
and that speculation is undesirable. A futurer .orrt uit in grain
consists simply of a promise by a seller to deliver an amotrit of
grain to a buyer at some specified date in the future in return for
payment at a price agreed today. The seller's incentive to enter
into the contract is the guarantee of a certain sale, and the avail-
ability of funds now; the buyer's incentive is the guarantee of a
certain price for future deliveries. The contract may be entered

t Short surveys ofthe relevant practices can be found in Lele, op. cit.rAppendix
1, pp. 225-37, and Sukhatme , op. cit., pp. 29-37. Also Gilbert B;;rr,14;:
cultural _pricing policies in developing countries,, and G. E, t;hil,
'Approaches to "basic needs,' and io nequity,, that d.istort i,'"*riroln
agriculture', in Schultz (ed.), op. cit,, pp. A+-ifa a.ra pp . 307_27 rcspeciir"iy. 

---
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irrto because buyer and seller have different expectations about
wlat the spot price will be in the future. The tuyer minimises
lris expected costs and the seller maximises his expeited revenues;
h.th are able ro balance their budgets inter-remporafly. Even ii
tlrcy have the same expectations about future spot prices, buyer
:r,cl seller may still find it mutually profitable to enterlnto a futures
rrontract as a way of insuring against risk. Forbidding such
(:olltracts by decree thus forces more risk onto both buy-er and
scller than they would normally be prepared to caffy, and also
i,cluces them to balance their accounti in each period rather than
irtcr-temporally. Alternative kinds of credit markets become
r clatively more lucrative, with the potential seller and buyer of
lirtures wheat respectively borrowing and lending more than they
would otherwise have done.1

'Ihe government has also expressed its determination to keep
['r'ices in ration-shops low. It has accordingly stockpiled large
i,vcntories of grain, apparently regardless oflhe costs of ,torrf,.
;r,cl spoilage or the alternative of holding larger foreign-exchan[e
rcserves to permit increased imports when necessary.'fhe ostensible, declared objective of a[ such poricies has been
ro ensure that the poor do not suffer severe ,dverse income-
c{fccts from sudden rises in the price offood resulting (it has been
thought) from the contingencies of rainfall and tlie'acrions of
spcculative traders. It is, horvever, an open secret that the policies
hrrve really been a means of (a) taxing farmers, who pay a imaller
l)crcentage of their income in direct and indirect tixis than do
rrrban dwellers, and (b) subsidising urban consumers, who
lrroadly comprise the industriar working class and. the middre
t'l lrsscs.

At the same dme, however, the government and its advisers _

| 'l'hcoretical economists have long recognised that a fundamentar flaw in, fort'xrmple, the Arrow-Debreu model ii its assumption that ali conceivable
lirr."res. contrac* are-practicable. The longest futuies price *r"arv q"o,"Jri
t lrc Chicago Board of Trade, hower.er, *orld b" for sii'er, 

", ^U""i 
.ir.l."rr;lirr grains, the longest would be only about three months. Since the ,rrr.r."i,rirrkct outcome is a far-cry from thi theorg the Inclian Cou"r.r*"rrt;, i.r.,;rlrout the effects of speculation appear to bi much exaggerated.

. 
'fo see_the risk-dispersing character of a futures cont.act, let us suppose

r Iurr both buyer and selrer place a,probability of one-half on pri*, t"i"g-!ilr,.,tt or 2; if they are risk-averse, they may prefer to trade ai a certainiutorespricc of 5 now, rather than wait foi the iuture to unfold.
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after the considerable hesitation recorded by David Hopperl - have
also accepted that the best long-run prospects for increasing agri-
cultural produaivity lie in modernising traditional farming tech-
niques. Given the outstanding results of the Green Revolution in
wheat, they could hardly have arrived at any other conclusion.
The problem from the government's point of view has been, as a

sympathetic economist puts it,

'. . . how to procure a sufEcient quantity offoodgrains at reasonable
prices without jeopardising the farmers'incentives to produce more'.2

Thus, while taxing farmers de facto on their output, on the one
hand, the government has tried, on the other, to promote the use
of modern inputs by subsidising them both directly and through
low-interest loans from the banks for such invesment.

Distortions of incentives in agricuhure

The distortions of efficient incentives caused by such policies
are not difficult to see.

First, the low output prices of wheat and rice have, in effect,
been discriminatory taxes on wheat and rice farmers. As Edward
Schuh remarks, these discourage the production of '. . . the very
crops that policy-makers believe the vulnerable groups should
have greater access to . . .'.3

Vasant Sukhatme and Theodore Schultz have argged that, even
between wheat and rice, there has been severe discrimination in
favour of the former. At the official over-valued exchange rate, the
price of domestic wheat has been significantly higher than im-
ported, while at open-market rates for the rupee, the domestic
price approximated the import price. For rice, however, the dom-
estic price has been consistently below the import price. Sukhatme
estimated that the deadweight loss in welfare from the under-
pricing of rice amounted to 8'5 per cent of total agricultural
income in 1967-68 and to 2'2 per cent in 1970-71. He also cal-
culated effective rates of protection, which were strongly negative
for rice whether at official or opetr-market exchange rates and

r David Hopper, 'Distortions of agricultural development resulting from Govern-
ment prohibitions', in Schultz (ed.), op. cit,, p, 69 fr.

z K. Prasadr 'Foodgrains policy 1966-1976', in Wadhwa (ed.), oP, cit., p. 479,

r Schultz (ed.), op. cit., p, 309.
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positive for wheat at the official exchange rate. Both he and

Schultz conclude that the discrimination against rice has been

rr urajor factor in explaining the absence of a Green Revolution
rrr rice on the scale of that in wheat.l

Secondly, the main beneficiaries of government subsidies for
rrroclern inputs have evidently been not the many small farmers
lrtrt the fewer relatively large ones. As Gilbert Brown reports:

'Large-scale farmers buy most subsidised inputs. Poorer farmers
o*oally lack the money to buy adequate amounts of fertiliser and
pcsticides, and are commonly unable to get credit except at near-
jrrohibitive rates of often 600/o to 100o/o per year. Even in countries
with subsidised bank credit for agriculture, rich farmers get most
o1'the credit because of legal or administrative restrictions and/or
tlrrough open or disguised bribery. Credit and subsidy prograrnmes

lor tractors, tube wells and other fixed investments also go mostly to
thc largest and richest farmers . . .

\Water is also a subsidised input . . . The farmers who receive this
subsidised water generally have substantially higher incomes (because

of the water) than farmers without access to public irrigation. Thus,
claims that water should be subsidised to help small farmers misses

t lrc point that most farmers with irrigation have higher incomes than
those who do not.'2

llxrwn argues that subsidies for inputs have been made necessary

orrly to offset the forced depression of output prices. Moreover,
tlrc social benefit from subsidising inputs is limited to when the
rrrput is first introduced:

"( )nce the benefits and technique of using the input are widely known,
Irowcver, the continuation of such subsidies serves largely to increase

thc benefit-cost ratio of using the input . . .'.

Wlrcther it is better to continue with artificially low input and

lrrtl-rut prices or to adiust towards a free market in both must take

rrrrri account that the subsidies have encouraged more capital-
rrrrcnsity in production, and also that the

', . . low prices of certain inputs, particularly water, are often as-

snciated with widespread waste and inefficient use of the resource'.3

' .\rrlrhrtme, op. cit., pp' 74-86; T. ![. Schultz, 'On the economics and politics
rrl'irgriculture', in Schultz (ed.), op. cit,'p, 15 ff..

, lit;lrnltz (ed.), op. cit., pp, 92-93, t lbid,, p, 95.
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Thirdly, the farmer who is too small to find invesrment in
storage facilities profitable may also consider it not worrh his
while to hold any of his output for sale on the open market. He
will then sell it all to the government - at a below-market price.

A general conclusion would seem to be that, if the combined
effect of input subsidies and forced grain sales to government has
been a net subsidy to agriculture, then it has been a progressive
subsidy; whereas if the combined effect has been a net tax on
agriculture, then it has been a regressive tax. The Marxists may be
quite right to protest that what gains there have been in agricul-
ture have accrued to the relatively larger farmers, while smaller
peasants and farmers are becoming landless labourers in growing
numbers as a result of bankruptcy (that is, there has been in-
creasing 'rural proletarianisation', to use the Marxists' picturesque
phrase). But if this is true, the cause can be traced unambiguously
to the Indian Government's belief - vociferously shared by the
Marxists - that the way towards the declared objective of helping
the poor is by extensive interference in the price system. Besides,
the industrial working class demonstrably benefits from low food
prices, so the honest Marxist must face up to being torn by divided
loyalties between the rural and the urban proletariats.

Srinivasan put it as follows in a 1974 surrr'ey article:
'The public distribution sysrem with respect to foodgrains . . . oper-
ated to the benefit of a// those living in metropolitan cities and other
large urban concentrations wfule all others, inchtding rich and poor
in relatively small urban and almost all rural areas, did not benefit
at all. When one recalls that the rural population includes the most
abject among the poor, namely landless workers, the inequity of the
system becomes glaring. And in urban areas, the existence of the
system and the fact that the ration is often inadequate provides in-
centives for a household to falsify the data on its size and age-
composition given to the rationing authorities, as well as to create
bogus or ghost ration-cards, not to speak of the corruption of the
personnel manning the rationing administration.'l

Statism in Indian agriculrure - a British legacy?

The history of the extensive control of agriculture - which has

1 T. N. Srinivasan, 'Income Distribution: A survey of policy-aspects', in'V'adhwa (ed.), op, cit., p. 265. That the small farmer may not find it profitable
to invest in storage, and that (if it has been taxed) agriculture has been taxed
regressively, are also remarked upon by Srinivasan.
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rrrcluded a partial government monopsony, forcibly-depressed out-
liut prices, inter-State restrictions on grain movements, and urban
rrrtion-shops - can be traced to the last years ofBritish rule, as an
:rrtc:mpt to bolster the popularity of the imperial r6gime.t The
, orrtinuation and reinforcement of statism in agriculture in in-
,lt'pcndent India has evidently rested on certain premises, namely,
tlurt the private market would be grossly inefficient and would be
,lonrinated by a few traders continually reaping large speculative
pr.olits, with both the small farmer and the ordinary consumer
:,r r ll'cring in consequence.

[Ima Lele's fine study of the private grain trade, however, shows
r lrc rcal picture to be quite different. She found that the trade was
lrilshly competitive, that individual traders were rational agents
(liivcn the constraints of technology and government policy), that
l,rcational price differences closely reflected transport costs, and
rlrirl temporal price diflerences closely reflected storage costs. She
,'rgucd that, while there was considerable scope for government
;rt'tivity, it should be in the form, not of interfering in the com-
1 
rt' t.i tive market, but rather of enc ouraging the market to work - b5

lol c:xample, disseminating relevant information such as crop fore-
t:rsls, staldardising weights and measures, constructing or im-
l,roving roads and encouraging efficiency in the market for the
l I iulriport of grain, etc.2

'l'hc evident neglect of such findings as these, and the continued
,rpplication of policies inimical to competition and the free
rrr:rr-lcct, suggest that successive governments of independent India
lr:rvc bcen hardly more concerned for the rural poor - whether as
l.rlrrrcr or consumer - and hardly less concerned with bolstering
tlrcrr 1-ropularity in the urban areas than were the British.

r rvt ltnploymmt

i\rr obvious consequence of the economic policies described above
lr.r', lrccn the distortion of the individual citizen's calculation of
rlrr cx[)ccted benefits and costs of living and working in urban
i. {'ir:; cornpared with the rural countryside. The forced depression

' I .lr', rrp. cit., p. 2, where reference is made to Sir Henry Knight, Food-
Lltttirtitrration in India, Stanford University Press, Stanford, 1954.

' I r.lc, rrf. cil.. pp. 214-24.
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of output prices in agriculture and the plethora of foreign-trade
policies which discriminate against agriculture certainly ieem to
have artificially depressed the expected incomes of faimers. At
the same time, a large 'public sector, in industr5 plus the arruy
of foreign-trade policies which have protected private industry
plus the indirect subsidisation of food sold in ur6an ration-shops
certainly seem to have artificially raised expected urban incomes.
Predictably, the reaction has been a vast and continuing net
migration from the villages to the towns and cities, even after
adjusting for the seasonal nature of agriculture. This drift has
been the subject of much inquiry and discussion by developmenr
economists.l I propose to set it aside and examine insiead a
different aspecr of employrnent policy which has not received
nearly as much attention, namely, the consequences of putting
into effect the clauses in the 1950 Indian consiitution mentioned
above (p. 31) which authorised discrimination in employment
and public education in favour of the ,scheduled, cistes and
tribes, as well as other policies which discriminate on grounds of
ethnic origin.

Ethnic problems simihr to USA

The consequences have been similar in several respects to those
in America of 'affi.rmative action' towards so-called .racial

minorities', and it will be useful to draw out rhe analogy a little.
As Thomas Sowell has cogently argued in recent years, the

racial composition of contemporary American society is a complex
mosaic, and no-one can say with certainty how it has come to be
what it is today. In such circumstances, for the government to
tryto isolate a single contingent characteristic like .race,, partition
society on the basis ofcensus data according to this charaiteristic,
and then construct public policies accordingly, is to introduci
an enormous arbitrariness into economic life. By merely defining
a group by reference to a single contingent characteristic which

t For example, M. Todaro, 'A model of labor migration and urban unemploy-
ment in_less developed countries', American Economic Reaiew, march ig6b,
29, pp. 138-48; J. P. Harris & M. Todaro, .Migration, unemplolnnent and
development: a rwo-sector analysis', American Ecinomic'Re,iewl, l,Iarct. 1970,
60,pp.126-42. The best paper known to the author is by Jeroml Rothenberg,
'On the economics of internal migration,, Working pafei No. fg9, Dept. Ji
Economics, MIT, July 1976.
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.rll its members seem to possess, the intrinsic complexity of the
lr,liviclual person is lost or overlooked. Two members of the
,.unc race may be very different from each other in every relevant

, lr:u'lcteristic (income, education, political preference, and so on),
,",1 indeed resemble members of other races more closely in them.
,\ |olicy which introduces a citizen's race as a relevant factor in the
r', ,rgnrnent of jobs or college piaces partitions the citizenry into
\.rt,,uc groups: members of groups wha are very different from
,,,('nrbcrs of other groups in characteristics otker than race rarely
, ,'rrrpcting with each other anyway, while the burden and benefi-
, ( n( (: of the state's policies fall on members of groups who are not
r, r y tlifferent from members of other groups in characteristics
,,t lr(':' than race:

' costs are borne disproportionately by those members of the
licrrclrl population who meet those standards with the least margin
,rrrtl ruc therefore most likely to be the ones displaced to make room
t.r' r111nn.1,, applicants. Those rvho meet the standards by the widest
rrr:rlgin are not directly affected - that is, pay no costs. They are
lrrr.t'cl, admitted or promoted as if blacks did not exist. People from
l:rrnilics with the most general ability to pay also have the most
:rlrility to pay for the kind of education and training that makes such
t,,'r'lirlmance possible. The costs of special standards are paid by
tlrrx;c who do not. Among the black population, those most likely
ro lr('11s{11 from the lower standards are those closest to meeting the
rrornrill standards. It is essentially an implicit transfer of wealth
,un()n,j people least different in non-racial characteristics. For the

'vlritc population it is a regressively graduated tax in kind, imposed
(,n llt()sc who are rising but not on those already on top.'1

At thc sarne time, there is, in effect, a progressively graduated
, r r I r:, rr ly {br members of the 'minority' group in favour of those who
rr ,' :rlr crrrly closest to meeting the general standards. Those in the
ln.un:,rrcam of each group are largely unaffected; it is at the
,,r rrl'rrs ot-competition that the bitterness caused by such policies
,, rll lit' tclt and will manifest itself.

It rvoukl seem that the situation in India - where the racial
, i, , ,.r r( is il'anything more complex than in America - is somewhat
,rr r I( l),( )rrs. In recent years there has been civil tension and violence
rrr rlrr-slrccts as poor Muslimsr'caste'Hindus, Sikhs and others

tl,,nrirli Srrrvcll, Knowled.ge and Decisions, Basic Books, New York, 1980,
t.t, '( 'll ('().
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have protested at being edged out of jobs and promotions by
gqryqy poor, or wealthier, members of the .Scheduled a;;ro,.In March-April lg8l, for instance, rhere was widespread civil
tension and violence in Gujarat over the reservation or pu.", iothe state's medicar^ cofleges. A quarter of these pruJo 

-*.i.
statutorily reserved for members of the 'scheduled iur,"u', *iih
any not taken up by qualified candidates from these oo,r*
accruing to them in the future, thereby rapidly excludinf-irot
general competition as many as harf the iotuirr.rmb.r of praies.i-
, The cruel paradox is that, while the position of many^*.Jers
(perhaps the vast majority) of the .Slheduled 

Castes, "l;:;-;,'caste' Hindus remains one of degradation and persecu,lo" - q"it.
regardless ofthe constitutional guarantees of eqitatity in the eyes of
the law - the relatively few who have succeededin.rii"g 

"a"r'rirj.of the discriminatory starures have aroused the indffiri*-ir
those who have not - causing even more animosity ,o*urar1fr.
'scheduled castes' in geniral. one commentator obseryes
th9 gmergence of a .new elire, among the ,schedul.a C.rto,
which 'ceases to identify with its castJ brethren,; while, ;;h.
same time, the law on 

^equarity 'is so widely flouted pr".ir"iy
because the scheduled caites have not the means or courage to
seek its protection . . .' He concludes:

llonlriyed gestures such as are now popular wilr either not benefit
[the Scheduled castes] . . . or will do io onty uv r*iirro r";t";
alreadydeplorableacademicandadministrativestandards'.2___-<

Moreover, when all government posts are advertised with a
g"o.1l that r0 0r 15 per cent of them are reserved for members of
the 'Scheduled Castes, and ,scheduled Tribes,, there is a con-
siderable incentive for people to persuade parliament to declare
them as-being such. And that also has happened.

Discrimination in employmenr on the giound of caste has not
beenthe only kind of diicrimination practi-sed by the rndian staie.
Iru w$1 may be rhe most thorough itudy currently available on
the.origins, consequences and legal history of official discrimi-
nation in India, weiner, Katzensiein and liao have described tt 

"
1'The logic of protection', The statesman, Editorial, 19 March rggr; also theEditorial, 'Danger of casie war,,27 n.U.ir*v-iSgl.
2 S. K. Datta Ray, .Backlash to_p:otection: fancy gifts ignore real reform, , TheStatesman Veehly, 2l March 19g1.
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grlcthora of policies pursued by the central and state governments
rvlrich have used not caste but ethnic origin as a criterion for
l,rrblic employment (with the private sector also often being
','ncouraged' to follow suit):

'l'references are given to those who belong to the .,local,, community,
with "Iocal" understood as referring to the numerically dominant
Iirrguistic group in the locality.,l

l'lrc authors conclude that what is emerging in India is

'. , . a government'regulated labour market in which various ethnic
ltrl)ups are given a reserved share of that market. Competition for
('nrployment is thus not among all Indians, but within specified
lirrguistic, caste, and tribal groups.
'. . . various ethnic groups, therefore, fight politically for a share of
thlt labour market. The major political struggles are often over who
'ilrould get reservations, how the boundaries of the ethnic groups
,.lrould be defi.ned, and how large their share should be. There are
irlso political struggles over whether there should be reservations in
l,rrth cducation and employment, in private as well as in public em-
pLrymcnt, and in promotions as well as hiring. The preferential
policics themselves have thus stirnulated various ethnic groups to
rr:iscrt their "rights" to resetvations.,z

! , t,,t(,ntic case against discrimination

lr r', nor difficult to understand the general economic argument
,rr' rnl;r discrimination on grounds such as caste or ethnic origin.
ll .r privatc employer indulges a personal preference to hire oniy
1,,,rplr o['an ethnic kind I when there are more able or better-
,lrr rlrlictl candidates of other ethnic kinds B, C, D, .. . , available,
,', r, I r I r lrc product of his firm is subject to competition in the mar-
I'r r lr()r'r othcr enterprises which do not discriminate on criteria
tllrr, lr :rrc irrclevant to economic efficiency, we may confidently ex-
1,, , r r lrc discriminating employer's product to become uncompeti-
r,r', :urtl his profits to fall. The best and most obvious example of
rlrr'. rvould be in the professional sports industry in the USA: a

,11 Vtrrrt.r, M. F. Katzenstein, K.V.N. Rao, India's preferential policies:
.,,, t,rtt\, tlte middle classes and ethnic equality, IJniversity of Chicago press,
i l,r .r[(), lt)Ul, pp. l6-17.
I I,i,l , t. tr.
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'whites-only' basketball or football ream would be immediately
vanquished on the games-field into bankruptcy.

If government pursues employment policies'which discriminate
according to economically irrational criteria such as caste or
ethnic origin, or if it forces all private firms to do likewise, rhere
will certainly be inefficiency resulting in a loss of real aggregate
output in the economy. In the terms of modern economics, a
vector of 

-total 
ourputs which would be feasible given the par-

ameters of the economy, and which would leave everyone eiiher
better off or at least no worse ofl, would not be achieved.

, In sum, the consequence of direct and widespread government
interference in the labour market in India apperrs tJhave been,
not only a disregard for the principle of equality before the law
for every citizen (in a nascent republic of immensely diverse
peoples), but also a loss of real output and an enormoui .politic-
isation' of economic life whereby individual success becoires in-
creasingly tied to political power and increasingly removed from
personal merit, enterprise and effort. In addition, the compo-
sition of occupations in the economy has been indirectly distoried
by the set of industrial, agriculrural and foreign-trade policies
pursued by successive govemments.

ncccssary condition for economic development, and indeed that
rt is the failure of government to do this that has dissipated the
,',:onomic growth that would otherwise have resulted from the
,'corromic policies pursued. The urban Indian witnesses the hovels
;rrrtl shanty-towns inhabited by migrant families from the country-
r,itlc attracted by the policies discussed previously, and he ex-
lrclicnces the resulting congestion. So does the Western develop-
nr(:nt economist when he ventures out of his hotel into the city
:,rrccts. Very often, that is his only personal experience of the
lclicndary 'poor masses' of India. It is understandable that such
princely discomfiture should lead him to the opinion that the
l)()or are mindless in their breeding habits and that they rnust be
prlsuaded, bullied or compelled to change. If this opinion were
rr rrc, it would seem to point to a neat and simple solution to many
,,1 the woes of poor countries, and India in particular. But if the
,,1rinion is false and yet r,videly believed, it would cause govern-
nrcrlts to be, as it were, barking up the wrong tree,

l: 1\tpylqz;t, control desirable?

I r is, however, far from estabtrished, and certainly not at all
,'lrf i11s5, that demographic control is either necessary or desirable
,rr Inrlia or elsewhere. In the first place, when the rate of infant
rrrorrality is known and experienced by rural people to be high,
rlr, rc will be more births than therewould have been otherwise.
I'r't ontllyl it is perfectly clear that children are an investment good

'rr lr.rrclitional societies such as those of rural India. Even young
, lrrltlrcn are a source of family income, either directly by working
.rrr:,itlc thc home or indirectly by working at domestic chores and
tlr, rr'hy rcleasing adult members of the family for outside work.
I ,,r ;r child to be absent from primary school or to drop out within
r lt'"v ycars is not necessarily truancy; it may be the outcome of a
I rrr()u:rl cconomic calculation about where his time may be better
t,r.nl towards increasing the household's income. Furthermore, in

ri.r,lrrionirl societies adult children are the principal source of
ul,l)()r't lbr elderly and retired parents.

l,r lq1161y of the existence of artificial measures of contraception
, , rt;rirrly cnlarges the alternatives open to a couple. Assuming that
'r, lr linowlcdge is not in itself a cause of unhappiness (as it can

1,, rl tlrcrc are conflicting religious commitments), a couple may

[s7]

6. Tgr MarruNcrroNrNc oF GownNurNr

Ir mrcur be thought that a large and flabby .public sector, in
industry and commerce, labyrinthine controls on private industry,
a government monopoly of foreign-exchange dealings, the over-
valuation of the currency, indefinite import-substitution, forcibly
depressed outpur and input prices in agriculture, enormous politi-
cisation of the labour market, disregard for equality befoie the
law, and distortion of the cornposition of occupations would
constitute a sufficient catalogue of symptoms of grave illness in
the political economy of a nation. Sadln however, there are in
modern India other symptoms too which I can mention only
briefly here.

An opinion frequently encountered among urban Indians (as
well as among the mafority of Western development economisis)
is that government control over the size of the population is a
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certainly be better offwith that knowledge because of their ability
to control the number and timing of their children. The couple
might also have fewer children - though there is no necessary or
causal connection between a knowledge ofcontraception and the
number of children born to a couple. Rational calculation may
produce the same number of children as the caprice of nature, the
implication being that in general there is no causal connection
between the availability of contraceptives and the rate of growth
of the population. The value of a public policy which encoruages
the use of artificial contraception is not so much that it reduces
the number of births as that it may allow couples more control
over thefu own lives. Whether or not artificial contraception should
be publicly subsidised is quite another question.

The Indian Government has expended considerable resources
in propagating and subsidising artificial birth control. The results
appear to have been, at best, indifferent (coupled as birth control
has been with indirect incentives for large families) and, at worst,
cruel - as when frenetic zeal spilled over inro demands for, and
the implementation of, compulsory sterilisation. For this author,
however, the important consideration would seem to be not so
much the exact cosrs and benefits of the demographic policies
pursued as the critical acknowledgement that they have little or
nothing to do with the fundamental causes of mass economic
development.l

It remains a stark paradox that, with a general literacy rate of
perhaps 30 per cent, India still produces the third largest absolute
number of science and engineering graduates in the world. This
reflects the lopsidedness of the educational system, continued from
British times, in which higher education 

-is 
entrmously subsi-

dised relative to primary education. In addition, entry into the civil
services requires a college or university education, which in turn
requires a good private secondary school education, which in
turn requires a good preparatory school education. Strenuously
competing to enter prep. school, with the help of outside tutoring,

'P. T, Bauer, 'Population explosion: myths and realities', it Equality, the
Third lYorld and Economic Delusion, Harvard University press, eambridge,
Mass., 1981, pp. 42-65, contains some of the clearest arguments knownlo
the author about this question; also M. W'einer, India at the polls: the parlia-
y!!!ary Election of 1977, American Enterprise Institute, !?ashington DC,
1978, pp.35-39.
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is the unhappy fate of many a five- or six-year-old in the rowns
md cities, followed by strenuous competition in secondary school,
college and university, and finally at the doorstep of government
(or a foreign university).

A iob in government - any job in government - has carried
prestige since Mughal times. In addition to rhe prestige and the
obvious benefits of tenure where other 'decent, jobs are scarce,
there has been in recent times the inner satisfaction from a belief
that a person can truly do his best for his country only by being
in government. Tens of thousands of youths spend significant
personal resources (such as whole years in cramming schools) to
compete for a few annual openings in government. It is only to
bc expected that the competent, ambitious, patriotic youth who
succeeds will mature into a respected mandarin with an unshake-
;rble conviction in the good his government has done for the
rnasses, and in the further good yet in prospect.

ltailure to antici?ate tnonsoon damage and disanay of
tlrc judicial systern

'['he most serious examples of the malfunctioning of civil
government in India are probably the failure to take feasible
public precautions against the monsoons and the disarray of the
judicial system. Official estimates, for instance, of the damage
crused by flooding to homes, crops and public utilities in a few
wccks of July-August 19Bl alone amounted to over Rs I billion,
with l0.B million people'affected', 351000 head of cattle lost, and
l()5,000 homes damaged. The full magnitude of the devastation
which annually visits vast areas can be understood perhaps only by
t hose in rural India, although the towns and cities also regularly
r; rrffer considerable chaos.l

As for the disarray of the iudicial system, Tlp Statesman
l;rrnented in July 1980:

"fhe simplest matter takes an inordinate amount of time, remedies
scldom being available to those without means or influence. Of the
ruore than 16,000 cases pending in the Supreme Court, about 51000
wcre introduced more than five years ago; while nearly 16,000 of the

'tt)8 million people affected by floods', The Statesrnan lVeeklyr 22 August
l()ul; also 'Down the drain', Editorial h The Statesman, S July 19g1.
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backlog of more than 600,000 cases in our high courts have been
hanging fire for over a decade. Allahabad is the worst offender but
there are about 751000 uncleared cases in the Calcutta High Court
in addition to well over a million in West Bengal's lower courts . . .'1

Such a state ofaffairs has been caused not only by lazy and corrupt
policemen, court clerks and lawyers, but also by the paucity of
judges and magistrates. In addition, however,

'. . . a vast volume of laws provokes endless litigation as much
because of poor drafting which leads to disputes over interpretation
as because they appear to violate particular rights and privileges.
Land legislation offers an example of radical zeal running away with
legal good sense, giving rise to thousands of suits against the
Government. . .'r

$7hen governments determinedly do what they need not or
should not do, it may be expected that they will fail to do what
civil government positively should be doing. In a sentence, that
has been the tragedy of modern India.

Part IV: Refurm

7. A LTgBRAL AcBNoa

It wrrr by now have become evident to the reader from the
descriptions and arguments given above that, in the judgernent
of the present author, only a set of radical changes in policy can
put the Indian economy on a path to higher mass prosperity
within a free and healthy body politic. I shall therefore put forward
a tentative manifesto for reform, adding some predictions about
which classes of citizens would be most likely to support or
oppose a particular proposal.

The scope and intention of such a manifesto should be made
clear at the outset. As Aristotle taught, a set of actions which
are the means towards certain ends may themselves be the ends

1 'Justice with speed', Editorial in The Statesmaz, Calcutta and New Delhi,
21 July 1980.
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rowards which other prior means have to be taken.l The ultimate
t'nds of economic advice in India are to seek to bring about mass
prosperity under conditions of individual freedom. The proposals
which follow are to be construed as means towards those ultimate
cnr,ls. But they also constitute a set of intermediate ends, and
tlrcir implementation would require further judgement about the
l)c:it prior means towards achieving them. In economic policy,
I.r instaflce, a firm but gradual phasing-in over a period of
rlrrcc or four years may be the best way to minimise the hardships
t'rrtdled by the adjustment. For reasons which will become clear,
Irowcver, I shall not here try to answer the question as to how the

l,roposals might best be implemented.

(;t) Effects of foreign policy on the domestic economy

Ir will be useful to begin with a short and very incomplete con:
:,itlcration of foreign policy insofar as it may bear upon domestic
<'.unonlic policies. It is a settled fact ofinternational politics that,
r.vlrilc there is no obvious connection between a nation's economic
:rrrtl political institutions and the choice of strategic allies it faces,
pcople's subjective perceptions and opinions ofthe social arrange-
rrrr:rrts in a foreign country can be deeply influenced by whether
llurt country is seen as a potential ally or adversary. A related
rrrrtl cqually settled fact is that war, of the Gar of war, can make
lor the most incongruous of bed-fellows.

In contemporary India, it is quite evident that the antipathy
irrrrl pcssimism towards market institutions found among the
rrrlrrn public, and the sympathy and optimism to be found for
rollcctivist or statist ones, has been caused to a very significant
('xrcnt by the perception that the United States is relatively hostile
r()wards India while the Soviet Union is relatively friendly. This
rv:rs not always so. The official affection between the United
,\r;rtcs and India in the early years of the Republic was grounded
rrr sinccrity and goodwill. The roots of its demise are probably
r. lrc found in the split between the Soviet Union and China in
rhc latc I950s which, in a short period of time, made the latter a

v;rlrurble strategic ally for the United States against the former.
Ity rhc early 1970s, the spectre of a joint military threat to India
lr orrr a totalitarian China and a militarist Pakistan - and especially

' Ar lirtrrlc, op. cit.r 1,094a1-1,094b11.
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a threat which it was perceived democratic America would do
little or lothing to thwart - made it prudent for democratic
India to become the virtual ally of totalitirian Russia.

such a configuration on the international chess-board need not
have been detrimentar to India's economic deveropment. It is
possible to imagine a liberal state allied to a totalitirian one for
strategic reasons, yet maintaining riberal economic poricies dom-
estically and internationally. In practicer, howeverr'the extent of
'economic collaboration,, 

-bilateial 
trading arrangements, .joint

ventures', barter agreements, ,cultural exihangeg and tire'like
into which the Indian Government has entered with the soviet
bloc, appears significantly to exceed what it has achieved with
the Y/estern powers. In particurar, soviet arms have in recent
years been purchased more often and then manufacfured under
licence. This too need not have been economically detrimenrai if
the. soviet products had in practice been competitive on inter-
national markets in terms of price and quality. As is common
knowledge, however, this is often not ,o. lt iherefore ,pp.u.,
t!a1na1of the price India has had to pay for the strategic,lriport
of the soviet union has been the foiiting on her or to'w-quatity,
high-priced soviet goods, whether 

"r*s 
* steel mils o, t."hri.ut

know-how. At the same time, for reasons which are partly his-
torical and partly related to these considerations, dirict foreign
invesunent by private Western firms has been treated with, ?
best, coolness and, at worst, open hostility.

A chonge in India's foreign policy

If the economic liberalisation that will be proposed here for India
is to be effective, a truly independent yef prudent foreign poricy
may_be required to accompany it. A change in the presenistrategil
configuration - in which the united stites is peiceived in Iniia
to be virtually the ally of both china and paliistan, while India
is perceived in the united states to be virtually the ally of the
Soviet union - is unlikely until and unless the united staies findsit in her best interests in the region to distance herself from
China and Pakistan, which is unliliely to happen without a rap-

t Th9r9 a1e-fey thorough studies known to the author that are rerevant. one
such is Asha L. Dattar, India's Economic Rerations with the ussn ani Eosiiii
Europe 1953-1969, Cambridge University press, Cambri dge, L972,
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prochemeflt between the Soviet Union and China. A drastic
alternative way for India to reduce her dependence upon the
Soviet Union would be the kind of divorce Egypt effecred some
years ago, followed by an alliance with the Western powers. This
might, however, undermine once more the independence of
foreign policy and be perceived in India as a move from the
devil to the deep sea.

The prudent remaining alternative would appear to be an
earnest and vigorous pursuit of serious no-war pacts with Pakistan
and China, combined with an appropriately small independent
nuclear deterrent. It seems to the author that the reasons which
commend this course are closely analogous to those offered by
the present American and British governments for pursuing
serious no-war negotiations with the Soviet bloc whilst simul-
taneously improving the W'estern nuclear deterrent.

(b) Liberalisation of foreign trade

Not only would the truly independent foreign policy proposed in
the preceding paragraph allow India to distance herselffrom the
Soviet Union; it would probably also prompt the Western powers
to end the intergovernmental transfers which go by the name of
'foreign aid'. For reasons that Peter Bauer has emphasised over
many years, an end to such transfers might be a boon in disguise
for India.l In particular, it would require the government to
seek to balance the foreign-exchange accounts without becoming
obligated to the Western powers, and this in turn would require
a major economic transformation from a closed and protectionist
economy to an open one which harnessed India's comparative
advantages.

An initial liberalisation of foreign trade, involving a transition
from quotas to tariffs, would probably be supported by private
industry as a whole. It would, however, be opposed by incumbent
politicians and government officials since it would dissipate the
rents they receive under the closed rdgime. A subsequent re-
duction in tariffs, a withdrawal of export subsidies, and the free
floating of the rupee would be opposed by those private firms
(and their labour unions) which would be uncompetitive inter-
nationally - probably those in 'non-traditional' industries. The
I Bauer (L98L), op. cir., Chapters 5 & 6.
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measures would, however, be supported by ordinary consumers,
by private firms in traditional industries like jute manufactures
and textiles, and particularly by farmers.

. once private industry becarne subject to the strict discipline of
international competition again, there wourd be no reason *hutro-
ever for government-imposed internal controls which were not
conducive to free and fair competition among firms for the con-
sumer's rupee. The repeal of the plethora of licensing policies
would dissipate the Iarge rents attached to the conrrols inder the
present rdgime. since these rents are paid by private industry and
received, directly or indirectln by-incumbint politicians and
government officials, the former could be expecied to welcome
repeal and the latter to oppose it vigorously.

(c) Prio atisation of ' public-sector' industries

{t tle same time, for the so-called .public-sector, industries to
face international competition, when ihey are currently monop_
olists or oligopolists, would demand such an improve-ent in
economic discipline as probably to reguire the shares of most
of them to be sold on the open market, with marginal-cost pricing
imposed on the remainder. There is no econo-mic reason wh!
the Government of India should be engaged in commercial or
merchant banking and insurance, or in industries from steel,
machine-tools, ship-building and fertilisers to wrist-watches,
hotels and beer. Nor is there any cogent reason why it should be
a maior producer, Iet alone a monopolist, in the ioad, rail, air
and sea transport industries. Large-scare privatisation wourd be
supported by private citizens in general, and would also draw
out the reputedly vasr privare funds which circulate in the un-
taxable underground economy. But such measures would probabry
be opposed vigorously by the government offlciars who currently
manage these industries, as well as by the public-sector labour
unions.

(d) Free-market pricing in agricuhure

with the repudiation of the mistaken premise that government-
sponsored industrialisation is the best means to mass economic
development, the free-market pricing of agricurturar outputs and
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the removal of all controls that are not conducive to free compe-
tition among farmers should follow. This would be welcomed by
all farmers and perhaps by the rural population in general. It
could also be expected to provide much encouragement to the
technologicatr transformation of traditional agriculture. The abol-
ition of ration-shops in urban areas would be opposed by the
industrial working class, by the urban middle classes in general,
and by government officials and employees engaged in the present
rdgime of public distribution. Further, farmers, especially rela-
tirrely large ones, might be expected ro oppose the concomitant
free-market pricing of agricultural inputs, including credit and
fertilisers, as would those government employees presently
charged with distributing these inputs.

The ending of the distortions in agricultural output and input
prices would establish a conclusive case for uniform systems of
taxation in the economy, and especially for income from agri
culture to be treated on a par with income from other occupations.
These systerns could locally include direct subsidies to those
(whether in rural or urban areas) who are unable to provide any
income for themselves, such as the insane and the severely
disabled - all ofwhom are currently cared for, ifat all, by private
charity, and none of whom, strangely enough, appears to enter
the moral calculations of socialist and Marxist economists.

(e) Tax reoenues for public goods

The first and most important destination of tax revenues, whether
raised centrally, provincially or locally, must be the provision of
public goods - central, provincial and local. In an earlier section
(pp. 17-21) we have seen what kinds of goods these should be.
Among the most urgent in India are more effective precautions
against the monsoons and improvements in the efficiency of the
systems of civil and criminal justice. The former might include
measures to prevent soil erosion and the building of better dams,
cmbankments, canals and roads. Such programmes would be
likely to command practically unanimous support in the localities
in which they were implemented.

Reforms of the judicial system might include raising the
salaries of judges and policemen, as well as the penalties for their
misconduct; improving the training and rnorale of the police,
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with the obiect of increasing public confidence in them (especially
in the villages); and expanding the number of courts, at least
temporarily until the moilrmental backlog of cases has been
reduced and brought under control. A general reduction in the
political and administrative direction of economic life would lead
to fewer Iaw suits being brought against the government itselq
and thus provide further relief for the judiciary. Widespread
prison reform may also be required if the reports are true that a
large proportion of those held prisoner for a number of years
have yet to be brought to trial, and that potential prosecution
witnesses, if they are poor and uneducated, are themselves some-
times kept in gaol until a case comes to court. Such reforms would
command the support of everyone except criminals, capricious
litigants and corrupt or incompetent members of the police and
judiciary, none of which groups, it must be supposed, comprises a
political constituency.

Together with improvements in the system of justice, the prin-
ciple of equality before the law would have to be taken seriously.
This would require the dispensation of justice by the state to be, as

it were, a process blind to the infinitely diverse caste and ethnic
characteristics of the citizenry, which in turn would imply the
repeal of all laws - whether central, provincial or local - permitting
governmental authorities to discriminate in favour of a particu-
lar politically-specified caste or ethnic group. Merely to have
written 'equality before the law' into the Constitution without
really believing it either possible or desirable is to allow the mutual
caste and ethnic bigotry of private citizens to be exploited for
political ends. That innumerable members of a caste, or religious
or ethnic community have suffered at the hands of another, and
that members of the 'Scheduled Castes' in particular have been
viaims of enormous cruelty, should not prevent acknowledgement
of the sober fact that the past is irretrievable, or that it is similar
cruelty in the present and future against any citizen at the hands
of any other, or the state, that the declaration of Fundamental
Rights was intended to prevent.

(f) Other reforms

Other proposals could also be suggested: the introduction of
vouchers for primary and secondary education; a serious assessment
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of the benefits from and costs of subsidies to higher education;
an end to the government monopoly of radio and television; a
revision of government pay-scales to make them competitive with
the private sector, together with equivalent reductions in non-
pecuniary benefits; a de-centralisation ofpublic spending decisions

from New Delhi to the State capitals and from there to the districts;
and so on. However, it is hardly necessary to go ftuther, since even

a limited liberal agenda would appeff doomed to be still-born.
Incumbent politicians, government officials, and the public-

scctor unions in general would vigorously oppose any reduction
in government intervention in the economy for fear of losing the
rcnts and sinecures of the status quo. Indeed, professional poli-
ricians in general could be expected to be averse to any lessening

of the politicisation of economic life.
In other countries, a political party proposing such a reduction

in government intervention would usually enioy the backing of
private industry. In India, however, private industry in general

would probably see it in its own interest to support only the
rcduction of internal controls, whilst vigorously opposing re-
rluctions in the neo-mercantilist external controls. In ]uly 1981,

lbr example, I asked a prominent industrialist to imagine first a

ll'ce-market r6gime at home: 'That would be very welcome
indeed', he replied enthusiastically. I then asked him to imagine
ir policy of free trade: 'That would wipe us out', he replied gravely.

I Iis answers indicate very well what is perhaps the single most
important feature of the equilibrium that has emerged in India:
by accepting without significant protest the constraints and costs

inrposed upon it by the government and its 'planners', the priaate
(orPorate sector has traded the freedom of enterprise for mercantil'ist

nutnopoly profix in the home market.
When Indian Marxists rail about collusion between the'national

bourgeoisie' (that is, the governmental class) and the 'comprador
hourgeoisie' (that is, the private sector), they make a cogent point
;rs old as Adam Smith's critique of mercantilism.l But, again,

rhcy fail to see that the fortunes of the industrial working-class
lurvc also risen with those of the private and public industries
that have gained from the present r6gime. Moreover, a large
yrroportion of industrial workers and blue-collar government em-

' Adam Smith, op. cr'r., Book IV; also B. Baysinger et al,,'Mercantilism as a
rt:nt-seeking society', in Buchanan et al. (eds.)' op, cit.,pp,235-68.
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ployees are-migrants with families reft behind in rurar areas; theserural families. might _also oppose reduction, in tfr. 
-riirrui"r*

currently received by their migrant reratives. Finary, *rr,. r"i"i"gother farmers in weicomirs , fr". -.it"i io grrin, the politicallyinfluentiat-larger farmers ciurd be expectea ro "p;; irr"-Jir..,
laxa.tlon of agricultural incomes and the elimination or,,rurial,for inputs.

$7ho is left who would gain from the kinds of reforms proposedhere? Only the ordinary itizen qr".;;*er, the mral poor andthe residuum of severely disabGd .iiir"r* unable ,o .r.ur. uryincome for themselves. None of tfrere frus been 
", ir-f*Ay i"become an effective political force.

India's' unhappy equilibriurn'

The economy of the. first Indian Repubric has tended rowardsa broad and increasingly unhappy .q"iiiUri"*. oiri""l"rr'"r
;!1ient retative,prices ana *ug.i i"ud io Uottr sutstitution anarncome effects. Those who loJe from one distortion ,utiorruiiy
seek another from which they may guir,; itor" ;h;i";. fl";;ir"second seek a third;-and ro orr rdTnfin'itimuntil a maze of dis-torted incentives are in place and a hJst oiirr"o*" 

"r".f..r 
r..1"progress - sometimes_ offsetting rosses, sometimes not. i"rro.i

has emphasised that the probreir ir noi *ry that there are dead-weight losses in welfare but also.that p*pi";" led ,. . .;;;i;
resources_in-attempting to obtain o, pr"u"rt such transfer.,j i.,modern India, the wiste of productive-resources put to thepursuit of such transfers has b&n incalculable. ffr" ,.mr_, ,r."-posed here would cut through rhe maze orairiort.Jl".*i#.rT"a
institutions all at once - foi which u"ry r.r.o'i r..*, 

"rfif."iythey can come to be implemented.

. The economrc significance of a poritical attitude of individuarismis that it- clearly recognises the ietationrt ip U",r."r, i"JiriJ#effort and reward, and the relationship U"*.., cause and conse_
e.lencg generaily. An attitude of staism obscures 

", "frir"*.,this.relationship. In republican India, ,,uiir- h; ;;;;;;ilpublic discourse and prompted most p,rUti. prli.)" 
-i;;;;i".

groups. of politicians and government officials ;; ;;"; r;;;;recognised the fundamental natore of those f"n.tio", ";;;;;:t G, Tullock in Buchanan et al. (eds.), op. cit., p. 4g,
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ment which are the indispensabre prerequisites of civil peace and
mass prosperity. Nor have they understood that it is no pari ofgov.ernment's agenda t9^!. rlg driving force ro mass prosperity,
and that this can come (if it wilr) onry fim innumerabte'indiviJuat
efforts in the pursuit of privaterewards.

This is not at alr to say that those in government have beenill-intentioned. On the contrary, they mali hau" ,ir."."ly ,""gi
the public good whilst introducing a teviathan g"r";;#";ii,o
the marketllace and negrecting thi proper dutiei orgou"i"*Lt
outside it. As Bauer has remarked ira related context-:

'Their financial beuefits may appear to be fortuitous, as if Adam
Srnith's invisible hand were to work in reverse, so that those who
sought the pubtic good achieve what was no part of their intention,
namely personal prosperity.,r

It is indeed possible that the basic fact of human narure that indi-
vidual households everywhere ordinarily know most about, and areonly concerned with, their own well-being has never b.;; ;;_
knowledged in modern India. The sinnpre secrer of a stable and
prosperous polity is to create institutionJwhich harnesstne univer-
sal pursuit of individuar self-interest, and not ones which pr.t.rrd
that men are selfless saints. A poliry where this fact i, u"r."o*i-
edged would not have to depend forihe viability orit, i"rtii"iion,
on mere exhortation, as the institutions of the Indian Repubric
se€m perperually fated to do, even while the competitiu" p,rrruit
of self-interest is everywhere manifest.

The logic of economic reasoning and the adducement of econ_omic evidence have in the past had littre effect in India b.;;;;.
the distribution of gains and losses from the policies p,r..,r.a t u,been closely matched by the distributiou or etrective p;ri.i"rl
power. This distribution seems most Iikely to continue, urra ,o ,n.
prospects of significant and sustained endogenous reform seem,
to this agthor at least, very small. Changes ii 

"*t"rr"rt 
co;;,;;ir"...T..to. be the only likely source of a-rnajor disturbance i"';i;

equilibrium, and there can be no guarantee that the results will befor the better. This is a sad and tioubring conclusion ro .o-" ,qfor a citizen of India or anyone erse who f,as roved ttre;;6.-i;
places this author in..the paradoxical position 

"f b.li;;i;; il;
arguments to be broadly corre$ - while hoping they ur. ,rot: 

----

1 Bauer (L9BL), op. cit.,p, 144.
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Some IEA Titles on 'Deyelopment Economics'

Hobart Paperback 16
TIIE POVERTY OF 'DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS'
Deepak Lal 1983 {3'00
'. . . written by the distinguished Indian economist Deepak Lal . . .
[it] should be compulsory reading for the advocates of the New
International Economic Order, the protectionists, the autarkists
and the admirers of the Brandt Report. . . . Lal argues that the
vogue for development economics . . . originated from a widespread
but ill-founded belief that neo-classical economic theory had no
useful application in Third World countries.
'This fallacy, which he calls the "dirigiste dogma", rests
primarily upon the idea that, if economic development is to be
promoted, the price mechanism or the market economy needs to be
supplanted . . . by direct government controls. . . .

'The inconvenient fact that almost all people, including the
most impoverished peasants, given the opportunity, do act "econ-
omically", do create markets, do apply real prices to goods and
services, runs directly against the dirigiste dogma. With appalling
consequences, Third World politicians have preferred the pseudo-
scientific judgements of Western academics to the evidence of their
own eyes.' Matthew Symonds, Dai$ Telegraph

'. . . atour d'hoizon. . . one of the most concise and cogent rejections
of "development economics".' Michael Prest, The Times

'Mr Deepak'Lal strongly criticises the "dirigiste dogma" which
has domindted policy towards developing countries. He says this
dogma has encouraged countries to turn inwards and foster a hot-
house, import-substituting industrialisation behind high protective
walls when the real gains have been had by countries such as South
Korea which have lowered tariffs.'

David Tonge, Financial Times

'. . . shows full familiarity with the literature and his book will
be useful to all those interested in development economics,
whether they agree with his criticism or not.'

H. W. Singer, British Book News
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Hobart Paper 97
THE PRICE OF STABILITY. ..?
A study of price fluctuations in primary products with ahernatiae
proposals for stabilisation
Sir Sydney Caine 1983 d1'50
'. . . a new Hobart Paper by Sir Sydney Caine has some realistic
analysis to ofer. The paper points out that commodity price
volatility tends to be endemic because crops are unpredictable; the
elasticities of both supply and demand are low; and the industrial-
ised countries limit access to their markets by support systems for
their own producers, so that the impact of fluctuations in supply
and demand is concentrated on a narrower free market.
'. . . As befits a paper from the IEA, the proposed solutions place
emphasis on improving the market mechanism. . . . [it] rec-
ommends the development of long-term contractual purchasing
affangements, whereby an international agency would act as a
broker in arranging contracts for longer periods than are available
through existing exchanges. . . . Such a scheme would certainly
reduce uncertainry. The question is whether
would provide guarantees and whether the
without them.' Financial

Hobart Paper 94

WILL CHINA GO 'CAPITALIST'?
An economic analysis of property rights ond
Steven N. S. Cheung L9B2 {1
Professor of Economics at the University of
draws on his deep understanding of the
society and predicts that the country is on 'the road
Because of the current 'open door policies', Cheung that
China will eventually adopt a strucflre of property rights similar to
Hong Kong and Japan.

Hobarr Paper 81

HOWJAPAN COMPETES: A VERDICT ON .DUMPING,

An assessment of international trading practices
with special reference to' dumping'
G. C. Allen LYith a Commentary 6y Yukihide Okano
1978 {1.50
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Hobart Paper 55
MACROMANCY
The ideology of 'deoelopment econonlics'

Douglas Rimm.er 1973 50p

'strongly recommended for teachers' reading and suitable for the
better "A" Level pupil.'

Econornics, Joutnal of the Economics Association

Research Monograph 27
INDIA: PROGRESS OR POVERTY?
A reaiew of the outcome of cerutral planning in India, 1951'69
Sudha Shenoy l97l {l'00
'The number of publications on India issued in foreign countries is
legion, but they are mostly rnarred by bias or passion. Miss Shenoy

avoids both and writes dispassionately to give her readers a critical
evaluation of India's five year plans.' Hindusthan Standard

Occasional Paper 22
CIIOICE: LESSONS FR.OM THE TIIIRD WORLD
Feter du Sautoy 1968 50p

'Peter du Sautoy . . . rii/as a government official in Ghana for many
years before becoming Lecturer in Community Development at

Manchester University. . .. He points out that while grasping the
rnaterial beneflts the West has to offer, the developing countries are

by no means anxious to absorb our social attitudes and accept them
as superior to thek own. Perhaps, as Mr du Sautoy says, we need "a
more childlike mind" to survive in a democratic society.' Director

Research Monograph 6

JOHN STUART MILL'S OTHER ISLAND
A study of the economic deaelopment of Hong Kong
Henry Smith 1966 50p

'Mr Henry Smith, vice-principal of Ruskin College, Oxford . . .

explains the unusuai title he has chosen for this study as a compli-
ment to the classical economist's belief in private enterprise
qualified by public ownership of land. He thinks that Hong Kong
is a good example of such a situation [and] makes the point that
since Hong Kong enjoys complete free uade and imports much
food, for many consumers' goods and the bulk of materials from
which the consumers' goods are made, world prices rule and the
trend is set by forces outside the colony. . . . Yet, with absoiute free-
dom and the minimum of State direction in economic matters the
level of economic production in the colony has expanded sufficient-
ly to outstrip the growth of population.' Glasgow Herald
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